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ADEQUACY OF FEDERAL RESPONSE TO HOUSING
NEEDS OF OLDER AMERICANS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1972

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY

OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 4232,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Harrison A. Williams, UJr.
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Williams and Fong.
Committee staff members present: William E. Oriol, staff director;

John Edie, professional staff member; John Guy Miller, minority
staff director; and Phyllis Balan, clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR HARRISON A. WILLIAMS,
CHAIRMAN

Senator WILLIAMS. We reconvene the Subcommittee on Housing
for the Elderly of the Special Committee on Aging.

This is the second morning of hearings on the problems of older
people, with particular reference to the crimes that they have been
subject to in tragic numbers.

I am very concerned about the prison atmosphere that has been
described at these hearings. Unfortunately, such conditions are by
no means limited to public housing projects, and our next witnesses
will describe how broad the fear is in the lives of older people, both
in and out of public housing.

I have a letter from Dr. Ruth Bennett, New York State Department
of Mental Hygiene, and this I am going to include in the record. In
this letter, Dr. Bennett explains the conditions of fear experienced
by elderly persons living in areas with private free-standing apartment
buildings. The one she described was the Morningside Heights area
of New York City, near Columbia University.

Her graduate students ran a friendly visiting program for isolated
elderly in that area.

I would like to mention a few of the examples she raises in her letter:
One 80-year-old man had been mugged over 20 times in the last few
years. Another 80-year-old woman was robbed by a man posing as a
plumber who told her to keep turning the hot water on and off in the
bathroom as he stole many of her valuables.

Another example tells of an old man who asked one of the friendly
visitors to go with him to the mailbox so that he could pick up several
months' worth of social security checks that he was afraid to go down
and pick up when he was alone.

(407)
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Dr. Bennett is going to be sending for the record a more detailed
report of her program,* but her letter clearly reveals the fear that is
so widespread, the fear of personal safety of older people.

The letter referred to will be included in the record at this point.
(The letter follows:)

STATE OF NEW YORK,
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE,

July 28, 1972.
Senator HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, Jr.,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR WILLIAMS: I am writing to you in response to requests * * *about what we know of crimes committed against elderly persons. Our knowledge
is based on a number of elderly persons we visited in the Morningside Heights
area of New York City in connection with the Teachers College (Columbia
University) Friendly Visiting Program.

The Teachers College Friendly' Visiting Program which we have been con-
ducting over the past three years was developed by several groups of graduate
students and some faculty members in an Administration on Aging training pro-
gram in gerontology at Teachers College. Student visitors literally ferreted out
isolated, aged persons who were reluctant to open their doors to anyone. In
order to get elderly persons to admit them to their apartments, students encasedtheir Teachers College identification cards in a plastic casing, which they slipped
under apartment doors while holding on to an end of the casing. It should benoted that students always visited in pairs for security reasons. About half ofthe student visitors were nuns, some of whom wore their habits only when visiting
for purposes of protection and, also, in order to gain entry into apartments. They
were not always successful in gaining entry because rumors had been circulating
in the neighborhood about thieves who disguised themselves as nuns.

The Morningside Heights health catchment area in which we chose to conductour Friendly Visiting Program contains over 20,000 old people. It is a high crime
rate, densely populated, apartment-dwelling area surrounding Columbia Univer-
sity, extending from W. 95th St. north to 126th St. and east of the Hudson River
to the west side of Amsterdam Avenue. Because we chose as our target popula-
tion, the very isolated aged, we looked for them in a community of free-standing
apartment buildings rather than in public housing developments. The reasoning
behind this choice was that old people in public housing projects were less likely
to be isolated than those in free-standing apartment buildings. Public housing
developments are somewhat protected by housing authority guards so that
probably old people in public housing feel free to go outdoors during the daytime.
By contrast, old people living in deteriorating, free-standing apartment build-
ings, most of which have no staff on the premises because doormen have been
discontinued and superintendents are shared by several buildings, are house-
bound, and, therefore, isolated.

Our pilot work was conducted in 1969-71 to determine if it was possible to locate
isolated old persons by knocking on doors, if they would agree to being visited and
if they would cooperate with us by answering questions. In all, about 50 old people
were visited: about half of them were seen only once, one quarter were seen twice
and another quarter were seen twice a month for a series of twelve visits. Nearly
everyone visited seemed anxious and afraid during the initial visit. Most ex-pressed fear of going outdoors during the day, as well as at night. Many spent their
time trying to figure out the hours when there was the least likelihood of en-
countering junkies or being mugged. None went to senior centers, few attended
religious services and many were reluctant to go to clinics even when they needed
to do so. Obtaining food was a problem and none appeared to eat properly. One
man of about 8S reported he had been mugged over twenty times in the past few
years. Due to arthritis, his walk was very slow and he used a cane; clearly, he
could not possibly outrun any assailants. He shyly asked the visitors, one ofwhom was a nun, to escort him to his church which he bad not attended for many
years and which he missed a great deal. Another 80 year old woman was met at
her apartment door by a man dressed in overalls who said he was the plumber.
He entered her apartment and had her bend over the bathtub turning on first the
hot water faucet, then the cold. He had her repeat this many times for about
twenty minutes and then he left. When she entered her bedroom, she found that the

*For additional statement, lee pp. 4456-4.
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contents of all her drawers had been spilled out and that all of her valuables were
gone. Still another aged man asked the visitors to escort him to the mailboxes
located in a darkened area off the entrance hall of his apartment building in order
to pick up his social security check. There, they found several checks which had
accumulated because he had been too frightened of being robbed to pick up
his mail. Many other incidents and continuing hardship situations of this sort
were reported to the student visitors who were appalled by the living conditions
and life circumstances of the elderly in New York City.

I have been reluctant to continue the Friendly Visiting Program because funds
are not available to pay people to continue visiting after the students have grad-
uated. It seems unfair to offer help to the elderly for a brief period only to then
withdraw this help. However, the students have urged me to continue the program
because nobody else seems willing to do so. Unfortunately we will no longer be
able to continue it because no Administration on Aging funds will be available
to our program for new traineeships, and it seems unfair to ask a group of ad-
vanced graduate students to repeat their training. In fact, some students who
have graduated have developed similar programs in their own communities.

On the basis of our experience, we are convinced that programs like the Friendly
Visiting Program, conducted on a large scale can do much to improve the lives
of the elderly who reside in urban communities. We think that with minimal
training, visitors can learn to protect the elderly, to detect early signs of mental
and physical illnesses, and to deliver some services and therapies in the home. A
large-scale program of this type can serve to reduce isolation, prevent crises and
reduce unnecessary hospitalizations and institutionalizations.

Mr. Edie suggested I let you know that a longer report on the experiences with
crime of the elderly visited by our students will follow in the next three to four
weeks. I have asked my secretary to write to all students who were in the program,
requesting that they send me all records they kept of dramatic incidents such as
experiences with crime, harrassment by landlords and refusals of clinics to treat
the elderly. We had planned to put these incidents into a manual to be used to
train future friendly visitors about what to do or where to go when they en-
countered an old person in trouble. I will compile this information as soon as it
is available so that along with this letter it can be included in the forthcoming
hearings on crime and the elderly to be conducted by the Senate Subcommittee
on Aging. (See appendix B, p. 456.)

Yours truly, RUTH BENNETT, Ph. D.

Senator WILLIAMS. I also have for the record a statement of Senator
Brooke, of Massachusetts, that we will include in the record at this
point.

(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF SENATOR EDWARD W. BROOKE*

Mr. Chairman, as a member of the Subcommittee on Housing for the Elderly,
I commend your efforts to call attention to and seek remedies for the crisis of
crime that plagues elderly residents of housing projects.

The danger of assault, robbery, and break-ins is extremely high in public hous-
ing. These dangers are even greater for the elderly. Because of their age and their
physical weakness, they are more victimized than any other group of tenants. I
know this is the case because on many occasions I have gone into the public
housing developments and spoken to the tenants. As recently as this April, I con-
ducted a tour and presided at an ad hoc hearing on the problems of security in
Boston public housing. I would like to share with you some of the stories and
statistics that were brought to my attention.

One of the projects I visited is the Bromley-Heath Development. It has a total
population of over 3,300 people. Of these, 245 are elderly. A survey conducted by
the Boston Legal Assistance Project in December 1970, found that the "assault
rates for the Bromley-Heath project are 783 percent higher than for the nation at
large," and that the incidences of burglaries and breaking and entering are "590
percent greater than the national incidence rate."

Statistics like these seem cold and impersonal. Yet some of the stories I heard in
April brought home the high crime rates in most human terms. Mildred Hailey,
one of the tenant leaders at Bromley-Heath, spoke of those days when the elderly
tenants receive their social security or old age assistance: "Elderly * * * are

'See appendix A, p. 451.
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scared to go to the supermarket to get food, for fear they will be robbed, so they go
in groups of four to five. If they go alone, nine chances out of ten, they will be
robbed.'

I was told of another woman, who was so scared of the violence in Bromley-
Heath that she "has been afraid to leave her apartment for over three years.
Neighbors do her meager food shopping." At the present time, a psychiatrist from
a health clinic at the development "talks with her weekly through her front door,
she is even afraid to let him in." I was told of this woman by Dr. Robert Rosen-
berg, who is the director of that health clinic.

Crime is a major contributor to physical injuries in public housing. If an
elderly woman resists having her handbag taken, the assailant may beat her to
obtain the $75 she was going to live on for the next two weeks. The health center
at the Columbia Point Development has gathered information on the medical
injuries there as compared to the United States population. Overall, tenants at
Columbia Point receive 72% more medical injuries that the nation at large.
However, if the figures are confined to tenants in Columbia Point who are over
65 as compared to all those over 65 in the United States, the elderly at Columbia
Point receive 370% more medical injuries. There can be no question that the lack
of adequate security is in large part responsible for this statistic.

Maintenance problems are often the direct result of the failure to check the
widespread vandalism. In the survey taken at Bromley-Health, over half of the
people interviewed said that hall and exit lights are out more than 50 percent of
the time, and that elevators are inoperable more often than not. Once the equip-
ment is repaired, it is broken again in an incredibly short period of time. Exit
and hall lighting are usually broken again within a week. Elevators are broken
again within two weeks.

If we put these facts together in a hypothetical example, we can get a clearer
idea of the effect of the high crime on the lives of the elderly. It's six o'clock on a
winter evening. A 70-year old woman named Mary is a tenant in a building also
occupied by family tenants. She's had dinner at a friend's apartment and returns
to her building. There are no outside lights, because they've been stoned by van-
dals. Mary could trip on something in the dark. Tonight she's lucky and gets
into the unlit hallway safely. Because it's winter, the only light is the thin line
at the base of neighbors' doors. She gets to the elevator, but it has been vandalized.
Now she must start the five-story climb up the totally darkened stairwell. The
climb is painful enough during the day, when she can at least see where she's
going. At night, Mary is filled with the constant fear of assailants. This night
she is attacked. A twelve-year-old boy, hooked on heroin, is desperate for money.
He grabs her purse. She lunges for him, misses, and falls down three stairs to the
landing, breaking her arm. Neighbors hearing her crying, come out to help her.
They can't take her to the clinic at the development. It's closed by now, because
it's too dangerous to have staff work past 5 PM. She is taken to a hospital, and
the broken arm is set and put in a cast. Because of her age, it may be nine or ten
months before she has use of her arm again.

It is clear that we cannot continue to tolerate such conditions. The question
becomes; how do we improve security? One way that shows promise is the use of
trained tenant security guards to supplement the efforts of local police forces.
I was instrumental in obtaining money for such an effort in the Riverview Housing
Project in Springfield, Mass. This effort has yielded very satisfactory results.
Riverview had been the Hell's Kitchen of Springfield. But in the past two years
there have been no rapes in the project. False alarms, which used to number a
dozen a day, have been reduced to two in the last three months. All forms of
vandalism, assaults, robberies, and break-ins have been reduced. I am pleased to
say that a similar program has just been initiated at the Bromley-Heath Develop-
ment, and I am hopeful it will yield similar results.

I fully support your efforts to bring greater security to the elderly residents of
public housing projects. I believe that legislation to expand the type of program
that has been set up and is functioning in Springfield and Boston would be a
positive step forward.

I shall be pleased to work with you toward this end.
I have referred to certain statements and statistics that were presented to me

in Boston last April. I ask that they be included in the record.
(See app. A. p. 451.)

Senator WILLIAMS. This morning we focus our attention on a na-
tional problem as it is to be described in New Jersey by some of our
friends from Hudson County, N.J.
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First, Mary Johnson from the Hudson County, N.J., Senior Citizens
Council.

Mrs. Johnson is president of the council and has with her some of
the tenants of a housing project in Jersey City.

The tenants accompanying Mrs. Johnson will be referred to by the
initials of their names because, for what I now learn to be obvious
reasons, they don't want to be more precisely identified.

STATEMENT OF MRS. MARY JOHNSON, PRESIDENT OF THE HUDSON
COUNTY, N.J., SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY
MRS. A, MRS. B, AND MRS. C

Senator WILLIAMS. All right. Mary Johnson is a great friend of the
Special Committee on Aging and has helped us time and again over
several years, and we appreciate your help in this study that we are
making now.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you, Senator. I am iMary Johnson, president
of the Hudson County Senior Citizens Council, chairman for Senior
Citizens Committee of the Jersey City Mayor's Advisory Council.
I wish to thank you-for having us here today.

The problem of crimes committed within Jersey City housing projects
has become a major crisis among the aged living there; because of their
age and weakness to fight back, they have become very easy prey to
muggers and drug addicts.

Today I have with me three tenants who reside in A. Harry Moore
housing projects, Jersey City. They do not wish to have pictures
taken, as you have said, or names revealed, for reason of reprisal
when they reach back home.

My first tenant, Mrs. A.
Mrs. A is here really under protest. Not protest to the hearing but

in protest of leaving her home under guard. She is afraid that her
apartment will be robbed when she gets back. We have assured her
through an investigator in housing that they will look after her apart-
ment; so, Mrs. A.

Mrs. A. Senator, I have been robbed and mugged five different
times in the past 2 years. The first time a boy about 16 grabbed my
handbag which contained $125 and a wristwatch. Of course, he was
never caught. And the second time my bag was grabbed a few months
later with nothing in it, and they found this young man and prosecuted
him.

The third time my apartment was broken into when I went to get
my mail. I was gone about 20 minutes. When I returned, they had
broken into my apartment with a crowbar and took a box of my best
jewelry which amounted to about $25 and things that I prized-
antique cameos and that sort of thing, and other sorts of jewelry.

The fourth time they entered my apartment a few months later with
a key and took my strongbox containing my insurance polices, thE
deed to my parents' plot, also personal papers of various kinds.

And this last episode, which occurred 3 weeks ago this coming
Thursday, I was lying on the divan looking at the Democratic Con-
vention at 4 o'clock in the morning. I was facing the window and I saw
this figure loom up ahead of me, and I knew immediately it was some-
one trying to enter my apartment, and I jumped off the divan and, as

65-725 0-72-pt. 7-2
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I got to the window, this fellow jumped into the apartment and he
said to me, "You know, you almost made me fall," and, of course, the
moment he got in he demanded my money.

I said, "I have no money."
He said to me, "Give me your money," so I immediately went and

got my wallet which only contained $7, and he opened the wallet and
threw the cards and papers all over the floor, and he said, "Where is
the rest of your money?"

And I said, "I have no more money."
He said, "Give me the rest of your money or I am going to let the

others in and they are going to beat you up."
So, he kept demanding more money and I still maintained I had no

more money, which was the truth, so he opened the door and let the
other two in. Then they proceeded to threaten me. They went into the
kitchen and got a large bread knife and this one fellow grabbed me by
my throat and he said to me, "Where is the rest of your money?"

I said, "I have no more money."
He said, "Where is the rest of your money?" and he tightened his

grip on my throat. "Tell me or I will kill you."
I said, "I have no more money. If I had any, do you think I would be

living in this place?"
Then they proceeded to ransack the apartment and they took two

rings and another wristwatch and then they went into my refrigerator,
ate some of my food, and they ordered me to get into the bathroom.
When I went in there, I locked myself in there for 3 hours. I was terri-
fied, afraid to come out, and I waited until I thought it was daylight.
When I finally came out-I was really afraid to come out for fear they
might still be there. They had left in the meantime, but this has left
me very unnerved and I am just a nervous wreck in the house or out
of the house. When you are out, you are afraid to come back in.

I don't rest properly; I can't sleep with an easy mind, and no matter
how many locks you have on the door-I happen to be on the third
floor. They had gotten a plank and put it in the hall window over to my
end living room window when he got into the apartment.

So, they have gotten into my apartment three different ways: First,
with a crowbar; then with a key; then through the window.

As I say, this has left me very unnerved and very uneasy and
fatigued.

Senator WILLIAMS. Let me see if I can get a-
Mrs. A. Pardon me, Senator.
They also cut my telephone wire.
Senator WILLIAMS. That was one of the questions I was going to

ask you, whether you have a phone, whether there is any opportunity
to call an alarm.

Mrs. A. No. He was in that room so fast I couldn't have even used
a phone.

Senator WILLIAMS. On this last episode just 2 or 3 weeks ago, did
they start, did the individuals start, by cutting your telephone line?

Mrs. A. No. They must have done that before they left the place
because what could I do when there were three of them there? I was
just helpless, and this one man, he started to make advances toward
me.
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Senator WILLIAMS. How old a man, by the way?
Mrs. A. Well, they weren't teenagers. They were in their twenties

or thirties, and I don't happen to be the screaming or fainting type,
but for the first time in my life I thought I was going to faint.

He made me sit in this chair and I just slumped down like I was
going to faint but I didn't. That is when he ordered me into the bath-
room. I went immediately and locked myself in there.

This will be 3 weeks ago this coming Thursday and I have just been
a nervous wreck since this happened.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, now, you have been robbed several times.
.Mrs. A. Three times; five times altogether.
Senator WILLIAMS. And have you reported each one to the police?
Mrs. A. I reported everyone except this last one. As I say, I couldn't

use the phone because it had been cut off. The next day I immediately
sent for the repair people, the telephone repair people, and they didn't
come for 5 days because their lives have been threatened and when
the repair man came, I said, "Is it true that your lives have been
threatened?"

He said, "Yes", and he was a burly, big fellow, about 6 feet 3, and
weighed over 200 pounds, and he said, "Yes."

I said, "Well, how' did they threaten you?"
He said, "They have threatened us with knives and they throw

rocks and bottles from the roofs."
He said they won't work in the project after noontime during the

day. They won't work in the afternoons down there at all.
Senator WILLIAMS. Is your apartment a private apartment or is it

public housing?
Mrs. A. Is it what?
Senator WILLIAMS. Is it a private apartment?
Mrs. A. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Who is the owner?
Mrs. A. The public housing.
Senator WILLIAMS. Oh, it is public housing?
Mrs. A. Yes, sir.

INADEQUATE SECURITY

Senator WILLIAMS. What arrangements has the Housing Adminis-
tration made for your security? Are there any guards at all?

Mrs. A. Not that I knowv of. We have a mini police down there
and they are only there until 2 o'clock in the morning.

Senator WILLIAMS. What time do they go on duty?
Mrs. A. That I don't know.
Senator WILLIAMS. Is this a high-rise apartment?
Mrs. A. Yes; 12 stories.
Senator WILLIAMS. And you use an elevator to get to your floor?
Mrs. A. Yes; and most of the time the elevators are not working

and when they are working you are afraid to get in the elevator by
yourself for fear someone might rush in after vou and either assault
you or rob you while you are in the elevator.

I never carry a handbag any more. I am afraid to carry a handbag.
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Senator WILLIAMS. How about the stairway? When you walk to
your third-floor apartment, is that well lit, and do you feel any
security there?

Mrs. A. No; the lights are out most of the time. That is when
my bag was grabbed the first time. This young boy was standing
on the first landing. It was only 4:30 in the afternoon. He grabbed
my bag so fast that I didn't know what had struck me. And I never
saw- anything of the handbag or the money since.

Yes; I did find the handbag down in the ramp, with the money gone,
of course.

Senator WILLIAMS. How many employees of the Housing Authority
are there that work at your housing project? Is there a superintendent?

Mrs. A. There is a manager and there are a lot of maintenance
men.

Senator WILLIAMS. There are a lot of maintenance men?
Mrs. A. Yes. There are seven maintenance men and workers

around there and that is all that I know of. A superintendent for each
building. They are supposed to put the lights on, and they put in
the bulbs after they have been taken out or broken, and they do it,
but they are removed and broken as fast as they put them in.

The only time I would come up those stairs by myself is when I
see a couple of boys that I happen to know and trust and they come
right up to my door with me.

MINI POLICE STATION PILOT PROGRAM

Senator WILLIAMS. Do the city police make regular calls in policing
that area? Do you see the police around the apartment projects
frequently?

Mrs. A. No; not too frequently.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Senator, if I may inject, in this particular housing

project they do have a mini station, mini police station, which is a
pilot program which is open, I believe, from 7 in the morning until
2 the following morning. It has three policemen on duty. They only
come out of the office when they are called. They don't go out and
parade the grounds. Actually, I do not see really the value of this
station.

Senator WILLIAMS. Are there three on duty? When they are on
duty, there are three in the office?

Mrs. JOHNSON. There is a lieutenant in charge and I believe a
sergeant and an officer.

Senator WILLIAMS. And yet they close the office at 2 in the morning?
Mrs. JOHNSON. At 2 in the morning, and from 2 until 5 in the

morning there is a rise in crime in this particular project.
I will let the other people speak on that. They live there.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you all live in the same project?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. How many families are there in this project?
Mrs. A, you live in a 12-story apartment building?
Mrs. A. I have lived there 18 years. .
Senator WILLIAMS. How many buildings are there?
Mrs. A. Seven.
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Senator WILLIAMS. So, how many families are there?
Mrs. A. Well, there are 12 floors in each building and eight families

on a floor, so that would be 96 families in each building.
Mrs. C. I just want to add that the two policemen on guard do

make their rounds. They are seen making their rounds frequently,
but they are not enough. Two people for seven buildings, that is not
adequate at all, but they do make rounds.

Senator WILLIAMS. One stays in the office and the other two patrol
the project?

Mrs. C. Right.
Mrs. A. May I also add, Senator, that this individual that was

threatening me said, to me, "Where are your diamonds?"
I said, "I have no jewelry any more." I said, "My jewelry was

stolen last year."
He asked me did I have something else. I can't recall right now. I

am nervous. But what could one woman do with three of them there?
Even with one there, you are helpless.

Senator WILLIAMS. You have come to Washington today.
Did you alert the police that are on duty that you would be away

from your apartment today?
Mrs. A. No, but I told the man that is one of the heads of the

housing, and he said he would see to it that my apartment was guarded
but there was no one there. I have to depend on the neighbor down
the hall to kind of keep an eye on my apartment.

Senator WILLIAMS. Did you leave anything of value there?
Mrs. A. No; I didn't. Twice they attempted-they had my little

radio all ready to take out with the cord wrapped around it, and for
some unknown reason, whether it was in their haste to get out, they
left the radio but they had full intentions of taking it:

Then my wrist watch I had hidden so carefully several months ago
I couldn't even find it myself. After they ransacked my apartment
last week, they found the wrist watch. I couldn't even find it in my
own apartment. I found it on top of my refrigerator. When they went
in and ate some of the food in my refrigerator they, I guess, actually
left the wrist watch on top of the refrigerator and I found it later.

Senator FONG. Have they caught any of these vandals, these people
who mug you people, who break in?

Mrs. A. Five different times, no; never.
Senator FONG. They have never caught anyone?
Senator WILLIAMS. I thought one was found and convicted. I

thought you said one of the robbers
Mrs. A. Oh, this one boy they did catch and they sent him away

for several months. I wasn't going to press the charges because there
was nothing in the bag at the time, but the officer, the sergeant or
whoever he was down there in the juvenile court, said, "If you don't
press these charges," he said, "he has committed a criminal offense
even though there was nothing in the bag, and", he said, "unless you
press these charges he is going to go out and do the same thing to
another woman," so I pressed the charges and they sent him away.

Senator FONG. Was he a member of a family living in that housing
unit?

Mrs. A. Yes; but they have since moved out.
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Senator FONG. Do you believe many of these crimes are committed
by people who live in the project?

Mrs. A. Oh, yes; a good many, and there are some others.
Senator FONG. What is the feeling of the residents of this housing

unit concerning the commission of the crimes? Who are commit-
ting the crimes?

Mrs. A. Well, it is constant fear and anxiety and just plain terror.
Senator FONG. Yes,.but I am asking you: Do they know who are

the people who are committing the crimes?
Mrs. A. No; most of them, they don't.
Senator FONG. They just don't know?
Mrs. A. They don't know.
Senator FONG. They don't know whether they are residents of the

housing units or whether they come from outside?
Mrs. A. That is it, I guess. They don't know. That I don't know.
Senator FONG. What have you residents done to insure your own

safety? Have you had any meetings relative to trying to band together?
Mrs. B. We had guards put on one of the elevators and the one we

had in my building was constantly drunk and he used to beg people
for money.

Senator FONG. The guard?
M\rs. B. The guard, yes; and he was indecent to one of my neighbor's

daughters.
Senator FONG. Who hired him?
Mrs. JOHNSON. They were hired by the housing authority, I believe.

The housing authority had thought they would help by putting eleva-
tor guards in the buildings and found out that it just didn't work.

Mrs. B. He used to knock on people's doors asking them for money.
Senator FONG. It didn't work because of the people they hired?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Yes.
Mrs. B. I made complaints to the office about them. They weren't

there very long.
Senator FONG. You said you have a mini police force which is on

hand from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. Does that mean there are three officers?
In other words, you have six officers?

Mrs. B. No; just three.
Senator FONG. In other words, there are three from 8 until 2?
Mrs. B. I called them myself. Two elderly women--
Senator FONG. What I am trying to .get on the record is what kind

of a police force.
Mrs. JOHNSON. They have three officers at one time. They probably

change shifts, but there are three officers at all times on duty.
Senator FONG. So, therefore, you have more than three officers all

day?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Well, three come on and three go off.
Senator FONG. So, they work about 10 hours a day? You have 8 to

2--
Mrs. JOHNSON. From 8 to 2. Then from 6 to 2. I am not sure of the

hours.
. Senator FONG. So, actually, you did have six officers working?

Mrs. JOHNSON. Yes.
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Senator FONG. And that isn't enough?
Mrs. B. They don't respond to our calls. I called them on two

occasions. It took a half houi for them to come up on one and on the
other 45 minutes. I had boys gambling in my hall over 4 hours one day.
I called the police and nobody came up. I called back about an hour
later. He said he sent somebody up but no one came up because those
boys were in the hall, it must have been, about 4 hours. I wouldn't go
out and yell at them because there were seven or eight teenagers up
there and they didn't send anybody up. Specially this winter and on
days, there is gambling, drinking, or even on one occasion where we
had two teenagers sniffing from a paper bag on one of the floors.

I called the manager myself and I never got any results. Sometimes
I will call and be told he is out on the grounds.

Senator FONG. Do you have a manager for each of the buildings?
Mrs. B. No. We have one for all of them and he is even afraid to

come up on the elevator. My neighbors help most of the time with
these people. We have made complaints about it and it doesn't do us
any good.

Senator FONG. Then when you go out, do you get in the elevator
by yourself?

Mrs. B. When I go out? Somebody stays in my home at all times.
I never go out until somebody is in my home.

Senator FONG. You are talking about the security in the elevator.
You said the manager, himself, was afraid to get into the elevator?

Mrs. B. Yes. The manager will not come into'the building by
himself.

Senator FONG. If he is afraid, then you also are afraid?
Mrs. B. That is correct.
Senator FONG. When you go out, how do you go out?'By yourself?
Mrs. B. No. When I go out, I go out with my husband or with

one of my children. If I am riding down on the elevator to go some
place, my son rides down with me. When I come h6me at night, I
call my neighbor. He goes in and tells them that we are on our way
home. He comes down with my son, or, if it is a night my husband
isn't working, he comes down with my son and they meet us downstairs.

Even when I go out with my neighbor, we will not come into the
house in two's.

Senator FONG. You mean you and your neighbor are afraid?
Mrs. B. Yes; right. When we go out, I always call and have my,

son and daughter tell him. One time he rode up on the elevator about
eight times because he knew approximately what time we would be
home. He stayed on the elevator until we got into the building and he
could take us up to our apartment. That is how bad it is.

Senator FONG. Do the other residents do the same thing?
Mrs. B. Yes; everybody does the same thing. My son is 15 years

old. He was threatened by 10- and 11-year-old boys. Two of them
threatened him with a knife. He was going to the store at 6 o'clock in
the evening. They wanted the money he had on him. Another boy
helped him.

Senator FONG. Are all the residents in the housing unit married?
Mrs. B. No. We have quite a few elderly people, widows.
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Senator FONG. How do they go out?
Mrs. B. They don't even go out of the house. They have no ac-

tivities. They used to have bingo. We have a beautiful park across the
street. We can't even take our children to the park. I can't let them
out alone. I can't take them out because I can't leave the house alone.

When I go shopping during the winter, I keep one of my teenage
children home from school:
. Senator FONG. So, you have two problems here: One is watching
your apartment, and the other of being safe when you go out and re-
turn.

Mrs. B. That is right and my children, if they are invited to
parties or dances, if I am home alone, if my husband is working, I
can't come down to meet them. They can't go unless we make some
kind of arrangements for someone to meet them when they come
home. They can't have friends in the house because their parents
won't allow them to come down to the projects.

APARTMENTS ARE LIKE PRISON

It is like a prison. We have all metal plates on our hall windows.
We have three windows in the hall and the two bottom windows have
big metal plates that they solder on to the window so we only have one
little window on top that the light comes through.

Senator FONG. You mean on each apartment?
Mrs. B. Every floor.
Senator FONG. When you say "metal plates," you mean iron

plates?
Mrs. B. Yes.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Why did they put the plates on?
Mrs. B. Well, vandalism, mostly, and children were throwing

things out the window. We came home one night and somebody threw
a medicine cabinet out the window. This was about 10 o'clock in the
evening. We have everything that comes out those windows, from
bottles to furniture; even a carriage frame with the wheels on it.

Senator FONG. How long have you lived there?
Mrs. B. About 10 years now.
Senator FONG. How long has this been going on?
Mrs. B. Since I moved there, but I would say the past. couple of

years it has really gotten terrible.
Senator FONG. When you first moved in there, it wasn't so bad?
Mrs. B. No; it wasn't. When I first moved there, my children could

go over to the park and enjoy themselves. Now they can't even go out
of the house.

Senator FONG. Why is it that it has gotten worse in the last 2 years,
do yout know?

Mrs. B. I think they are not screening people before they move in
there. We have empty apartments there and teenagers have been
known to live in the apartments when they are vacant. We have had
fires in the hall-mattresses and furniture people put out in the hall.
No one comes up to remove them.

Senator FONG. So, by your statement, are you saying because they
haven't screened the residents coming in you are inclined to think
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that most of the crimes are being committed by people who live in
the housing unit?

Mrs. B. I would say yes, because one of the elderly women does
know who the boy was who robbed her but she is afraid to say any-
thing. She recognized him on the street. They threatened to gouge
her eyes out. He had a wire in his hand. Now, she has seen this boy
on the street. She is in her eighties and she is afraid to say anything.

Senator FONG. And this boy lives in the housing project?
Mrs. B. Yes.
Senator FONG. Are there many children there?
Mrs. B. Oh, yes.
MiSS JOHNSON: I would say about 2,000 children live there.
Senator FONG. And do vou think most of these crimes are com-

mitted by children or by adults?
Mrs. B. No; I would say teenagers, mostly. But there have been

occasions where they have been 10- and 11-year-olds stealing purses
and even threatening elderly women as they go out, asking them for
money and if they don't give them money they threaten to do some-
thing to them.

Senator FONG. Well, how can security be bettered in these housing
areas?

Mrs. B. We need 24-hour guards. We need at least three-guards in
each building because we have a back entrance and a front ehtrance
and if you stand in the front hall you can't see anyone that c6mes in
the back.

Senator FONG. As I understand, there are eight stories to the build-
ing and there are 12 families to each story.

Mrs. B. Twelve floors each, eight on a floor.
Senator FONG. So, for 96 families, you think that you need guards

21 hours a day, three guards for each unit?
Mrs. B. Yes. We need one to ride in the elevator because the boys

have been known to stand on top of the elevator and stop it between
floors and they won't let the elevator go until the people give them
money.

Senator FONG. You have how mahy elevators?
Mrs B. Two elevators in each building; one for the odd floors and

one for the even, but they very, very seldom work. I live on the 11th
floor and we have to constantly walk up.

Senator FONG. Are you in fear within your own building?
Mrs. B. Yes; yes. I have exactly two neighbors that f ami friendly

with because they come and go so often that you can't possibly get
to know anybody. One month somebody is in the apartment, next
month somebody else is in there, and you don't know who these people
are because they are not there long enough for you to get to know
them. As I say, the empty apartments, they just break the locks and
move right in.

Senator FONG. How many apartments in your building are empty?
Mrs. B. Oh, I don't know exactly, but there must be more than two

on each floor, at least. Right now, all the ones on my floor are occupied
but there have been occasions when we have had three-well, I have
one next door to me that is vacant now.

65-725 0-72-pt. 7- 3
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.,,Senator FONG., When. they are, vacant, are they vacant long'?.
Tirs4 B. W'elf, 2 or 3 months now, and at first there were children-

teenagers, I im~agine. 1 can,'t say for, sure, but the door was, left open
f6ir, about 3 'weeks. It. was broken- into when the, tenant moved. I
reported it to the. manager with. my. neig hbor, and asked hjm to please
compeup and lock the door and it was over a week before the.door. was
flJiced. ,. -; . , 1' ' " '' " " .' -

*Senator;FoNG And you believe thesevacant apartments are. due to
the fact that people are afraid to move in? ,

AMrs. B. Yes. The elderly pepple pwho moved'out,o.uld-live to come
back, but they are afraid. . ,' i ,

One elderlyJlady-is 'on supplementtry welf are now.'because. she had
to.,get.oQit..iSewas.nn~der.doctor's ;ear6 JI,-myself,,;tpok her, to the
doctor for medication when her pur~seiwa,ss-rjobbed. ,,She'ihad ,.bad
heart. She; liv~ed on the seventhl, floor. it topk us,-over an 'hour: to walk
her-up the st~a~ icau~se the 'efevators.were broken'and she was 'taken
tg ~the .hospital,,th~e next morning..She~vasdjn the hospital'over a.wdek:

:S'ena~tor;FoN. . Hav~e :,you, as agroup Kin'this h,6fising; uiit taken this
matter up collectively with 'the Housing Authority 6r with your board
of supervisors?-; :. - -, , -. , / ,* . -

- Mrs. B. Yes, we have with Mr. Vucola and Mr. Vignone. I: went
twice, but Mrs. -C. had gone .much more often than I did. .1 got.dis-
g'usted after a-while because we would go and talk. and 'nothing would
be done.,, - c,. .

Senator FONG. Did you go as a group? ' l '
Mrs. B. As a, group. Any time we wanted to go, jwe. had to Ego as a

group. One woman down there was veryactive with the. senior citizens.
Any time she wanted to take a group, AMr. Vucola or Mr.'_ Vignone
would tell her,. "Well, we only want two or three.people 0at a..time."

Senator FONG: Have you enlisted, the help of any'other officials? '
Mrs. B.;I-haven't. - , . - .- , ,

Senator FONG. Have the residents, asa group enlisted the help. of
other people .lwho would get involved? : .*,, - ' .:; .-;

Mrs. B. Well, I know this: One woman who was involved as a-senior
citizen has written letters- constantly and, if I am not, Mistaken-, I
think they did tale. trip, didna't~they,, to see. somebody about it?.

M~rs. C. 'Yes.'.. .. - -. ' ,. -.',R,

Mrs. B. They paid'their ownfare and: everything to.talk to someone
about it. -. -'.'-* t

-;1Senator FONG. iTh ankyou , .. ,
.''Senator, WILL1AMIS. Mary, I .want to get- to some questions to you.

A're7there any~othei,,parts':of this I .*. . , .. :-.-, '
Mr1+; JoHNsoN.'I wvoul-d.,like to haveMnrs. C.. peak-. Sheis'inv'olved

coilmuritywise, and 'I think, she -can speak.:,.

PROBLEMS IN SEVEN HOUSING PROJECTS.! :, ';

:Senator WILIAIS. Well', I did want to get, t6 ,-hequesfibn of
whether what happens in this' particular housing proje'ct is- unusual
,orhether it happens in other projects, too. ., ,, ,.

Mrs. JOHNSON. No. What we can do iS. multiply.what.is happening
in A. Harry Moore with all the others. I think there are seven other
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housing projects, IAlontgomery Gardens and Bairy Woods, which are
also high-rise apartment, 12 floors high, and we have the same prob-
lems, but not to the same extent. They are reaching a peak in A.
Harry lMloore, and, Senator, I feel very close to A. Harry Moore be-
cause I lived in this project for 3 years. I wxNas the first tenant in my
apartment, and I remember the beautifu1l programns and the beautiful
grounds that were in this project, howN the tenants took care of the
gardens around-their affairs. They hach a mother-and-daughter
breakfast that the fathers wvould cook for; father-and-son breakfast
that the mothers wvould cook for. It wvas really a very happy family
relationship project where everybod pitched in and worked.

You had a beautiful, and you still have a beautiful, county park
across the way that has a golf driving range. It has a little pool where
you can walk around' with ducks andl that in it. It is really a very
pretty place where we always had baseball games and took the kids
over to-play.-We had little leagues, football leagues, at this time.

It just makes my heart sick to vo back to this project and see what
has become of it. 1 have been involved completely at all times because,
as you know, J am interestel, in the -elderly people there; and I ihave
always gone; bac'k making visits, to this i)ioj ct. ** *'"'

Senator WILLIAMS. On the question'of the elderly, do ;thdi elderl-y
live'in all of the housinig projects oi ar'e' there s6'rne bhat arehexclt-isively
for the elderly? ' j'' I i'l; '"'; i*r"'j ion
'Mrsi 'JOHNSO6NP`'We .have tonepiiub'i& housil:pro'jep t .£fi tbh'efe1drly

-which is calledJ'Barry:arcdens: -Th'ere afe two'biiildir'gshn& I thiink
inhtbe'two'buildrings-tlherewarerab'out 280,units-:'; , ;
: 'Senator W'ILLIAMS:;i'What1is the ciime-'sitati'on'theie?' :j-

Mrs: JOiHNS:ON. 1WellI'i cal'lFtha't the' Counriry) Olulb ior t'h-Blded l~y
as' far' as Kthe .housing projects'go:- Theiprob'lenis tihere -re tprdctic'aMlly
nil.':"They are self-guarded 'by :tlbeniorsi' tliers'efves:;TheWihtn~i'tr
vwho-ogoes'in and Nwhd 6o'es oilt, 'wliat deli.xeri'es thfit;nr&em inde.'12here

is always someone; lhere quistioning who is (cbrbngvinfan-l.hereare
'you'going.and'-bo-arefyhtigoing to"see ' "I' i' i '/

*T The' teftantsf t-heinsel-ve'sldo' this, :ancl they:are):doing-a iveiy' good
j'ob&*idnd, of :colirse`.-;ihey.take-care of their-owxn gardening and eit isfa
'beauty'spot.. They-are-'ery happy there. 'The only time von miiroveout
,of there is wnhel they carry you outs;' i: -, 'n.") . 'o; 1v^i ^f" elL I

Senator WILLIAMS. Has there been any crime there9 .' i- '; ""¶if
I. 'A7rrS:.JOHNSON!., There-h-avb beenf threoi: 'fourincidents" bUt' they
ha&e caught it'tbefore an4h prfblenY Iarises. ThhevIiayel caiiohb peoile
qup: on 'the' roof' orkkidsgstring t brenk; in'to ';th'e'hal 'btit'a'sŽ'I say 'I
on'ly-knoo abouti three-or fvinridthentsiih tlie 8I te'rsbth itlthe bmildling
tha§ been' therei' but in our 'othei pfo'jctt:tlieovarego ing, do-w-nandlgoi'ng
-dt;.wn fast. '- .' ~ .' .' 'jI'* .'. ''':U','l;.f'a ''i.i .' ) .I '.:. I

Senator WILLIAMS. Well,' our "&ifthesses, heve"oiarie l1wxay, short,- of
elderl'yibutthow-7about the elrlerlyi?;: l' r ; n'l' p1' ('ni ' ", m I

-l i - i\{';f} .. . '[UGGE;D OVER'20TIMES' t I C'A; 1 '1 ' `)fi1

.l ^ris JOHNS9oj-. .The elderly are the ,,pe~ople obei~ngtb'e~ moq't jiiri-.
One womaji living in A. Harry Moore 'hasJbeen Fugged'Ioves1S20 tirv6.,
Her house-all she has is a little bed to sleep on and a chair and a
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table to eat off. She has absolutely nothing left in her apartment. To
talk to her, she is in another world, simply because of the beatings that
this woman has taken, and the sad part-or maybe the nice part
about the whole thing-I don't know how you want to look at it-but
she refuses to move out. She has been offered other places to live.
Her family wants her. She has a son, I believe, that wants to put her
into a home which would be far better than where she is now, but
she is holding on to this apartment because this is her happy years
with her husband and he has passed on and it is the sentimental
memory that she wants to stay there, and you cannot convince her.
She is 86 years old, by the way, and at the rate she is going I don't
think she will reach 87.

Senator FONG. Was she mugged in the building?
Mrs. JOHNSON. In her apartment, going for her social security

check, in the hallway.
You have several others that are in there. Another woman has been

mugged almost the same number of times. She just returned from the
jhospital, and I happened to be in the housing office when the call
came that her door was left unsecured, and it took 2 days-the call
came, but it took 2 days to have her door secured so this woman
-would be safe in her apartment.

They never even bothered to fix her door that was jimmied open on
her when they sent her to the hospital.

Senator FONG. Would you say this problem should be attacked
from the standpoint of securing these buildings at the time of con-
struction; that is, having just one entrance, making the building
smaller so that everybody will know everybody inside the building
and having just one entrance so that you can see the people going in
and out so that nobody can sneak in from another entrance? If these
precautions were taken in the building, would it lessen the crime?

Mrs. JOHNSON. I think it would help. What I suggest is that-you
know, when you speak to the housing authority, the housing authority
will tell you that it is a police matter, that they can't do anything,
-that this is a police matter. You speak to the police department and
they say this is the housing authority's responsibility. I say it is both's
responsibility. I say that they both should get together and cooperate
with one another because without cooperation, you are not going to
have anything.

Even if you have one door or no doors, just windows to crawl
through, people who want to mug you and rob you are going to find
a way to get in there, and unless you have some concrete rules to
follow-and they had what they call the Emergency Employment Act
guards and each of the projects have two or some of them have two
guards at one time parading around. Now, these guards are not fully
screened guards. They are people like you and I.

I am not saying there is anything wrong with you and I, but, you
know, they are not policemen. They are not trained to handle mug-
gings. They are just normal people walking around dressed up in a
uniform and a billy stick in their hands, and they wouldn't dare use
the billy stick because they know they would get a knife put in their
back. They are absolutely useless.
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What they need is a housing authority police force. This is what you
need, that has the same ruling that city police have; that they have
the power to arrest, to carry a weapon and to use it, if necessary.

Senator 'FONG. Now, coming back to this building that you live in,
could we fix it up so that there would be only one entrance?

Mrs. B. Yes. Well, the back door is broken now, but there 'could be
a door put on and locked maybe after a certain hour. It comes from
the parking lot. That could be locked after a certain hour at night so
that you have to come to the front of the building to get in, and one
elevator after a certain hour. Just run one elevator, not two. Even if
the people have to walk down or up one flight, if he stands by the
elevator while you walk down or up to your floor it won't be so bad,
but having two elevators working like that, when they 'are working
they can go up on either one.

One woman had her purse robbed. She saw two boys going up
the stairs as she entered the elevator. By the time she got to the 11th
floor, they were standing on the landing and they had turned out the
hall lights and, as I say, with the metal plates, when those lights are
turned out it is very dark in those halls now. They got up there before
she did by going up the stairs.

Senator FONG. Have you made that suggestion about closing the
back door?

Mrs. B. There is no one to make it to. We talk to the manager. He
just listens as if, "Well, I hear this every day. I will just listen to her
to make her feel good."

Mrs. JOHNSON. This is one area of noncooperation by the housing
authority.

Mrs. B. They are not screening the people. When any official from
Washington comes to look, he finds them sweeping the grounds and
mopping the ground floors, because that is as far as the officials go.
They don't go upstairs to see what the halls are like with the garbage
and everything, how dark the halls are when the lights are out, and
one manager for seven buildings I don't think is adequate.

Senator FONG. Public housing is controlled by the city and State,
and the Federal Government only helps in the financing, and you
have to get the cooperation of the city government and local govern-
ment to really help with these police matters.

Mrs. B. Well, I don't think they really care, because they don't
live there. They don't see these elderly people when they have been
beaten.

One of my neighbors had her bead cut. She was threatened wvith a
gun. Now these people don't resist them when they come into the
house.

Another woman was pushed down a flight of stairs, and those are
cement stairs. She was taken to the hospital.

There is no reason why they have to beat these people.
Senator FONG. Yes. We understand there are all kinds of people.
Mrs. B. I understand that, but, like I said, one manager isn't any

good, and if he is afraid to come up in the hall, then you can imagine
how bad it is; and the superintendents that we have in each building
aren't really-they just come up to put bulbs in when' the bulbs are
broke. That is all.
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rijs.C..Senator, Zifmay, -J T-, .,' :; : ' -
, Se~nator WILLIAMS. eis, ,Mr.C . Y .liye in. the, samne housing:

project?., - ", ,"
IIs.rC.>.ds, ;I tbj:l'yzf thlier,e 19 Vears-an, this :iflace is~very

(dear to mej. e.In fac~t,,Ij dpnWttl vk anykody: jknows'aboutitihe etsm. m it'y,
i n~orejll,than.Ii .d ,, ,5. : fi : ; :'. . , .*

I-h, ate ,tQ ollangejhqc;pjt.l ju e, ut ,this is the j)leate as 1,§seepit..,
~~~Now it ~~~~s ~~. , pris~~~~o se t~heyt

del~To~ snffei's & tei 'rile n,.a~tm~osph~ere for, the ,senit or, c~itizpns jbec~ausethv
lo,,suffer a 1lrdshi~s far asa.theset.niuggings ar . on.cernled..

uar,d-wr, p'eople',., they als,' sue hardshi'p because.
mintmy ,tim~e~s they re~t~urnthpmne,and, ,findl tl~wat~a t~elev~ision ,et.orfurntturre-
tha,At hasii'Slt bten~, lo ~id~wf .r ,is robbed. . f ,,* ;5"v i}' ' -
- 'This,'is he h~ajrdshl,,lthsey -suff~er,. bsunt, all inall,. wetry to make: it

a good'1homnefor children aind we take adlvantage of theftpark. We take
lull adlvantage9of tjhe park. 1You,,can see children playing-,i the park
b'ecaiwise.the ehildred 't ae.an ot ecreation,utth park.
't is., is, allthllev y h'a-Ve,,so sthati,one of, ther rere.tion btth
bau,,ckhd, !+Th~li~s~ ,but,. o Fpng.said, we d .wouldnt -co.se the,

be ijtossible,.I. think as.far. as fire,; you know,
because we nd starcase t go out tlie backk door, .but ,these;
peopple, a mrnakiing thebes,1 ,of it,; and ,the ,senior citizens are;,tbhe, ones

,-ho nre all suffering. . , ., -..
, ,I dol'.t sepita~s being.,allof the people wlho live there who itre

d'oing these ~nuggispgs1 atd whatno6t I.t ,is outsicers: who come in becaluse
they know this is' a public place 'TheY 'are not going. to be chasecd away.
So, they;take full advantage ofthat and just.pa? ,rk- there on th,e-.benches
and 'hallways anid you hive it so that they can do whate ei. they
waintt, , and- it- _has,,,eq much- publicity, in,;the papq,r, about.o the
It uggings d t~hiereiso es hej fiigure te is a; good sot..

r ,qJ. oulldnHtisaiv.'it is all of. the.,tenanti..there who are doing tbese
1puggi'mngs,>'g. l~ns h~i,;-he 7 you4' .b~ut even, so .we .re on 'the, aestmost

)ordei;`of ,Jerseity< Q o~ut of ,the (listrict. There is, no. supermarket.
avai~lale to ,us. We have to walk.for m'iles beore we can- get to one..

N.o doctors' will come, into,'tite'. ommulnity; -. ,no insturance agents;
nboc li\;e q, c'o:men, because theie is so much igoing they fear

'te 'e so we' are reallyphor't6hanged:' . w are
'But'we~~feel'veen th'ough' we are of, the iiiinolity group, ,we,,are

Am~e~ric~a~n citizens, n We w vant wh'ia't is cluie ltS anc we feel that we
sh5oujdjaye ltre~ep oic ermen to eabh bLil$ling becatyse_ now we have
t'wo'' 1polic'emten` ther'e' making- the rounds. It is not enough for seven
buildings,because while they are over, at one buildingsomebodc could
b'e.'gin~g' kille inia, n'notther btuilding.. That'is why, we' ,want this police
1io6tectilon and we feel we ar hdue it because we are taxpayers.

.,$enator WILLIAMs. Have there been crimes of this degree of violencie?
\ h'C. Yes. 'Ther Is',been a niturder there.
There was a grl, 1, thiik&17 v-\ars old, ivho:was'rape'adnd inmuidered

in one ,of. thbs6 %ildir'gj ls ylar; I ,think. Tfhie'v bad a couple -of sus-
jie~c ,buC' tliey; ne.xer f6nd thle renl murderer., .

* This was'on'the tluh{ floor in one of those buildlings and-i wasabout
S o'C1C'c k in th'e'exenig wh'en t1hS htiappened. , . ^ - .

.Senator FONG. SO 3y0ublieve. that'the policem anis the solution to
your problems? ' ' ' ' ' ' .

Mrs. C. Absolutely.
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Senator WILLIAMS' You are in' an area Where there hre' sevral .police
forces. You .are' across from the park. Now, there are county park
police there'-

Mrs. C. That is a long'wa'y from us.' That county '-fark is a long way.
Mrs.:JOHNSON. You. can't mix them,- Senator. Onfe goes so far'and

the other only'so far. You have to build a bridge between them before
they '

Senator WILLIAMs. All right. "*

Now, we put some Federal money into commiinity' security, the
L-aw Enforcement 'Assistance Administration. I ufiderstand'` today
thev are present. ' '

Where is the LEAA repiresentative ' -. - * '', ' Tlt
'Now, he is not here. Ydsterday4I was a little disturbed that they were

not present and said so. Today thbev are presett except'iighitnow; bu't
h'er6 awrefeed- the 'oeop1e's mohney, the; Fderal- iesouices, into -local
law enforcement If tlhere:is a'n: wafy'that itw'Would.m'ake a greatde'al
of sense to-spend that money it would seem to -me to relate these forces.

Here we have the park police; you have; boulevard 'police ;'1ou! have
county police; and you have Jersey City policee: You 'have fourjpblice
fo'rcs that vom: could' tirn to- for-security and securit' has-'just dis-
appeared between the cracks that these ppopl 'have permitted 'Theye
don't talk to -each other.- ' ' .

Mrs. JoHNsoN. 'They may talk together but' they'don't 'work to-
gether. Let's put it that' wav.

Senator WILLiAAiS.' All right. That is a better-Way to 1ut'it.-'
'You have'helped immeasdrably here. -' -
Now; did'ydu have' anything further, ladies? ' ! '

MEALS ON WHiEELS VICTIMIZED ' .

Mrs. JOHNSON:' Ji-would likelto speak. As you know, I am director of
the Meals on Wheels program, the feeding program for the-elderly in
the city,, and thel problems 'that,.we tare having'there. I. am 'housed in
Hudsoft Gardens housing projects.s. .I -' .. . : ' , ' ' -

Senator. WILLIAMS. :Well,'vou know; I would like to have ,the record
show. that we have worked over the years on some of the'-siipplemental
services for older people and one with the greatest promise: I'have al-
ways thought is Meals bn Wheels' ' ' ' . ' .'' -.

Mvlrs. JOHNSON. This is the program I am talking about: The prob-
lems that we are facing right now, and this is something-newXthath.las
started in the past, I would say, .3 ,weeks' is that 'people. are noticing
that we are feeding-'becatise the people we feed are.completely con-
fined-.-I am not talking,.about housing projects-that live outside of
the housing projects. We are' feeding -these people because 'they' are
completely alone with no one to care for them .and really' the' only
contact they have is with my driver or my visitor that.goes'inito their
home- ' ' ' .-. - -- ' i'

-Now, for the' past 3 weeks, I would say we have had four robberies-
Ihave alerted the police to this§-where.people have knocked.on their
door after our meals have been delivered,' one at -quarter' after' 10 at
night, and-said. that they were the meals on wheels 'visitor land wished
to speak to that person about a problem, and then robbed him and
beat him.
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Another one, a blind person, was entered in the same way. This
was about 7 o'clock at night-that was beaten and robbed. He was
robbed twice. He fell for the gimmick twice by opening the door.

I sent out specific notice to everyone that no one is to open the
door-to a caller from meals on wheels unless they receive a call from us
first. They know the time that their meal is delivered and they are to
look out the windows. They all have front windows where they can
look out and see us coming along with the meal and that is the only
time they are to open the door.

I have alerted. the police to it. The police are now photographing
and fingerprinting my personnel, thinking it was some of my hell)
that is doing it. Who they are, we don't know.

Senator FONG. So, you are saying that people who impersonate
your people are getting into these apartments?

AMrs. ! JOHNSON. Yes, and it is quite serious because they clean
them out and they have absolutely nothing. They fare as bad off as
prisoners in their own apartments as are the housing people.

Senator- FONG. So, this goes back to the police problem?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Right.
Senator FONG. Now, I -notice in the statement here that your

people have been attacked, also.
Mrs. JOHNSON. My people, yes. My office was robbed.
Senator FONG. No. I mean the people who deliver the meals.
Mrs. JOHNSON. My people that deliver the meals have been mugged

going into the housing project. This is all back to the housing project
again. They have been mugged delivering the meal. If the boy would
have to go up to the top floor, they would let him get up and then on
his way down again they had jumped him. A couple of times they
slit his pants, put a big slash down his leg.

They have orders not to carry money with them. They leave it
with me.for security until they come back and they just had a little
bit of change.

Senator FONG. Are you fearful of going into these housing projects?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Yes. Several of them, we won't even enter. Marion

Gardens,' for instance, is the God-forsaken spot of Jersey City. This
is not a high-rise apartment. These are all low. They are only three
stories high.

Senator FONG. Will you give us the name of this project again that
you say is three stories high?

MIS. JOHNSON. This is Marion Gardens.
Senator FONG. How big is this project?
Mrs. JOHNSON. It has about seven or eight buildings in there and

they are three stories high. I would say almost half of this housing
project is empty because people do not wish to live there.

Senator FONG. It is three stories high?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Yes.
My boys have been molested, mugged, beaten, several times in this

project. They have witnessed so many beatings of deliverymen, selling
men, vegetable men, going in making their deliveries, that they refuse
to go in there without protection.

I have gone to the'housing manager's office.there in Housing and
asked if I could drop the meals there.
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These people are destitute. They can't get out. They have to be fed
and they have nobody to go for food for them, so they are starving to
death.

Senator FONG. How are you getting food in?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Now I have some boys who say they are not afraid

and they are working for me and they claim that they are not afraid
to go in, so they are delivering the meals there now, but it is a hardship
because you don't know. Outside of the housing project we have no
problem other than this latest entry. This is being done by someone
and in the housing projects it is a big problem.

Senator FONG. SO, the security problem is increasing the cost of
delivering a meal?

Mrs. JOHNSON. Right.
I am only funded through OEO. That is my funds and I am only

partlv funded for. I am funded for 100 people and I am serving close
to 200, so I can't afford-and three-quarters of the people that I serve
pay me nothing and the others give on a donation basis and the most
is $2.50 a week; so I am really hitting the hard-core poor of the elderly
who really need this service. And that is only scraping by.

Senator FONG. So it brings back the problem of security again?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Right.
According to Housing, we get nothing.
Senator FONG. If we lick the security problem, then your delivery

of meals would be much easier?
AMrs. JOHNSON. Not only for my services. I am bringing it out be-

cause this is a service to go in and feed the elderly in the housing
project.

Not only will it help my service, but it will help the homemakers.
They go in and care for the sick when they come out of the hospital.
They refuse to go in. They will not walk into a house and go on an
elevator by themselves. They will not walk up the stairs, so what do
these people do to get service?

Senator FONG. When you refer to homemakers; what do you mean?
I'\rs. JOHNSON. The homemakers is a service that once you have

been hospitalized and you need further care under medicare or medic-
aid this woman comes in and does a little cleaning and cooking and
tends to the person. They have a basic medical training where they
may be able to give a diabetic shot or something.

Senator FONG. So, it gets to the point where most of the people who
live in these housing projects and people who have to go into this
housing project are in jeopardy.

How about your visitors?
Mrs. B. Relatives and friends, we can't have anybody in. My

sister-I've lived there 10 years. She came to visit me once because
she is afraid to come down. Even if I go down to meet her, she is
afraid to come down.

Mrs. C. If there is a fire, many times firemen have had to walk up
and also the ambulances because the elevators are almost always out
of order.

RELATIVES AxRiD To VISIT

Senator FONG. Do your relatives and friends call on you?
Mrs. C. No; they don't, because they are afraid of being mugged

or the elevator is broke and they are afraid to walk up, so I don't
have many visitors, either.

65-725 0-72-pt. 7



.Mrs. B. I have a- daughter wvho just got her,.own.,apartmenta fewv
Imionths ago.. She is afraid to. cone -back and' visit Us unless there -is
somebody dovwn'there to meet her. And she used to live there.

We have no social life. If we go out, we go out in two's.. It the children
go out, they go out. in 'Owo's. Mysorn is 15 now. I' can,'t" giye' hijm a
$5t'ill to'go to.:the store ,becausee.you never .know who is .standing in
the halis'. They have. been k"own to take ,mioney'off the childfen.,

Se1natorW.IiLIAs. Juist one or two, otlier.thingsLas4d th'en 'will
yhoauve .summarize;rf you-vould,- M ry. j; - *-' --

-Fir-t, ,wlouild like torurn throiugh again the.security.possibijities
because ,f- thqe.proximity t6o tlhe various police6forces. .

Now, this, I wouild imaginaie, is not typictal and yet i has. sme
elements that perhaps could be seen in other.4,parts of the' country.
But, nowv you are wha.part ofJersey Cit -here' youihou'sig pr ioject
really 'is visibl'elby .four. police forces; is that cor ectf ,'. -

. I{rs. JOHNsoNYes..s . , . .,
.,Sen~aitor ,WiL`gA". What are they? . ...

.Mrs. JOHNSX. Wel, you have your paikpolice-
Seniator' W7ILLIAMS.. No&V-,, thisl's redundant.,We! areep'eating it

but Iwantfto& make sure thsat it'iegist~es
You liave the plark po'lice. , ,.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Yes.
Scnatf. WILLIAMS,. How close. are y.o,u t]o tepark, agiinn -.
Mrs JOHNSON. Right across the street, .. .-

ou ,hav..,yqqoi: city, police ;;-you have-jl. Ini 1 ~lice a~ti9 within
th&e hous iroj ct; you. ha.ve secuhity. guadsI,,t.Nhave,-kbeen hired
through the EEA walking around your project.

,.,{s iC.-Notin ourg.project .edont.., -.. --
.,Sfeipa',rWi.LLIAsM5.,.. These ,arepart.of the emergency Srnployneint

program.. 7--,9. - . .2 - .

,;i~rs C; W~e~jdon't.ajvr any.guqards atpresent .other,.than the three
policemen. .r, , ,_, -_ _ ,

.,$Se~nator WVILLI4IS. ,And howv c9lose.are;yodto Eenned.y Boulevard?
.irs..\Jon'sN. Oli, thatis a go-d distance. L.-would say a. gopd 10,

I5: blo cks:., ., .. , . .. ;,; , , , ,,,,,; ,,
Mirs. -A. Fuir~teen . ; , . . ' ,

Mlrs. JOHNSON: Fourteeln blocks..-,., ,.. -
6naitor WILL[AMs. So;,you,have ,the regular public employedt police

forces;,.you hb te.the county policeright across the street in-the park.
Mrs.. JOHNSoN.Thisis -a county park so you w-ould :), ve ther copruty

police. -
Senator WILLIAMS. And you would have,the, reglular -Jersy- City'

po,]ice.-;.,-; -f- ,

<Mrs. JO"90N. Y es. . . . . ; ., . . .-- -

Seniator~ W~,4LLAMs., And you have -the in-'house ,secrty. .Y -
AIMrs. JOHNSON. Yes. .
.Senator WILLIAMS. Now, you know this is lthe. - . ,
.Wrs. JOH9SON. This is one.of the reasons e.selecteid this housing

project. They h'ave everything built in-for tlhem, andstill they can't
make it work, and why,'. . , - --

Senator WILLIAMS. Everything is built in for them, and they can't
make it work? . -A

-.Mrs. ,JoHNSoN,> Right.
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Senator W'LIALIS. YoU khkfidWv thi's' wvh'ole "de'scrip ioii'>of; life,
particularly in the housing project, is grim and&'tragid ad 'thi Aa'gaiii
is n6t-un-usali Welhear this acdross th1e i;ntiy, h'd a lot- of' pe'ople
are getting discouraged about pdblic housigjiaybe it i'sth '?6 vtn'

apoachtiAo housing:''' '1 "' '' ;10 (!.S,. .( :
1.; What' do' you' feel' about' piblic housing? Sho'ildd Wv'e-kivi'4P oii' it',
Amary, or should we work at- it?~ i . - I 'j 4 lf A 1ir, .' *
*;frs. -JOHNSON. No. I' hav'e seen p'iblic htousing. whfen it xvas beauitiful,

and I see no reason wh'y it be'bmaiitiful' * ' 'i

I say the screening that should be done, thaVwas dUiie'is~-not being
done now. The sho'virig 'of 'tli' marria'gei ticen'sd the' birth; certificates
ofthie children' All.'thfis ivas doI.;None 'f tisiis'-lo'k'ed 'for now hen
you igo into 'pubicihoui4ng. Li ' - :' ' *

oYoifi wvant4 aroom;' you need six rooinis;'hidi this is'it' amw rand
Mixrs.,:andL-theytake 'iburi'o ; L:'dfo'r 'its' Thiis Shohltd' iot b~e',' andl I' thiiik
everyone should be chiecked for whyatpohBircfrdcod' theie'may iave'
C 'nI. -thiukl iif. yoiu' ar& 'p'u'itting: p'eopl'e' tbgelh'efjitint!that 'tliei'e 'people
ddn kttneed~ ' '->home,' bIt' 1t~' thinxk th'e: mer& idea Jthelt' Wyou'are'h'ekin'j
back on their record (toes make a person aware that you'_,re)a'-'e
ofTwhetvtypeiofpetrso'i the~y-rJ ';.ii II ' -)1,Vi, 1 A k.

* Bi tte m aiiagement,' better 'cbrnicati'obet\elieVn`' thb'd ni'an'i"ge
ment and tenants; and: if they'Csit aicd li't'ezif& UwhiIe't''th'e
c6mp41aiitsj; then' hWe iiduk[';beI to W'6rk1 toeti' ' en
'!i:SeixftO')FONGW Why A116-tey hct~screfiit (thk e' Pie 'O' 1

M~rs. JOIINNso, TJ :I-ioniit kniioif VkS6ff-ldniV W teYl' ou'.°' !l;' (w
'';Seiat-or. FoI\G.;s tlereui~ny' spe hi'a~eh~ast?J I ° .i ;iito i C OC

JoiA~t: 3HNfgONi Th'ey' sai'dJ! it4i!S, nbt 'iijec'sary! Ihey-g~aT 'iip uj'onritf.
3E h arve :hear'd'several di4ieiit h; I' dorf t w ork 'forI;th
housing 'authoirity,'Ifccsj1'dW t' ftel1 you sol 1 l;+iotldc'lh~'av Ito6o by 'heartsy'
but I do know thqt it-isn'P being''n';':- '.iV .'L'd ; i:

;e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ y, cr~cB 't3Ir I~io ttk < it th at the 6fii~ Isdthh i'themb'ec'ause
they can't discriminate against them. We have1 fdop ahddicts'and
,prostitutes, and you name it. This is what he told us that tley can't
discriminate igalngttthese people Thely have,6 \Paavs6i:meplace to

Mrs. C. And many times they ire fire victims, too, and they have
no place' to live, but I-j`u-ttwant toimentidh;'ih'kt'1tlhe pi ~pohice fare
across the' street, but it 'iis- just~about as far as'iKenrnid y' 1B'otile'a'rd
from us, the; office. * ! *' i , .'' :

Senator WILLIAAIS. Do you have anythingt in conclusion.? 'k "
r; Mrs:, JoINsoN.' I belie-ve I hav'e said ittalI'st'wfaitt' say'hank
you for havingi the pfatierice' to' listen to 'u. ' *'' . " C ''

:'Senator .W;ILLiAAuS. OnI the contrary, e thaAik' y'dii'!P'' ;'';'G ' 'i '
*'"MrS'"JOHNSON. If: anyrbeidy is infterested ,1let' me 'kndNci aniid"' 'Will
arrange an' unescorted. tour'; uhtf d Jr.§ho-ild 's'ay, b'e 'ii§'s6''hat
is the only way you are going to see it . . t*J "i'. ; ' ( , ' ijJE

.eni'or WVILLIAMS.' I-ikill rememi-tber that. ' *! .I ' T** f';
Mlrs. A. Senator, may I add when they get into your bpKr-tftent you

do'-asg!y ou`are 'toldbeca'use .they: thak1e!yo'ur' place 'over'afd 'they' h'elp
th'mrselves! to your bel'ngings, whether Iiti iis" j'ew-ery, pi' oi
'furnitsure.\t '.' li- ! ' i - ' -> " .':: '. i *:,.W' ;, ,f, 'jiOl (it ef rnnW or
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-Senator WILLIAMS. Let me ask you: Have any of the people that
have robbed.you been armed with guns?

Mrs. A. No, not to my knowledge, because I was only in there
once when this was, this last episode.

Senator WILLIAMS. You have had your purse snatched on the
outside of your apartment, you have been robbed on the flight of
stairs, and in your apartment, too, but-

Mrs. A. Three times in my apartment and twice with my handbag.
Senator WILLIAMS. But there were no guns?
Mrs. A. That is right
Mrs. B. Some of the apartments, they have keys.
My husband changed our locks. I have two locks on my door. But

other people who have the housing locks, the apartments are entered
with a key because the door isn't broken, and, as Mrs. C. said, people
have gone to work and find their apartments completely cleaned out.
They just back the van right out.

You don't know does this belong to this person or not. There is no
one there to question that. So, they have a way of getting keys to the
apartments.

Mrs. A. The night they broke into my place 3 weeks ago, they also
invaded three or four other women's apartments, the very same night.
I wasn't the only one. There were several others.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, we appreciate your statements, and we
hope that we can find some ways to be helpful to you, and I think some
better ways are coming to our minds out of this testimony.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Oh. I don't know if I mentioned it, but you know
last Thursday-I think it's the stirring up of this hearing and what
have you-the Jersey City police and the housing authority have
gotten together to discuss the crimes in housing projects. Thank you.

Senator WILLIAMS. Very good. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. William Macchi from the office of the mayor

of Jersey City, N.J.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MACCHI, OFFICE OF THE MAYOR OF
JERSEY CITY, N.J., ACCOMPANIED BY MR. GERARD F. DEVLIN

Mr. DEVLIN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Gerard F. Devlin. I am
administrative assistant to Congressman Dominick V. Daniels, 14th
District, who asked me to come here this morning to introduce
Mayor Jordan. -

Mayor Jordan is unable to be with us this morning because of a
meeting of the Jersey City Council, but he has directed his very able
director of community affairs, Mr. William Macchi, to present his
statement, and it is a great pleasure, Mr. Chairman and Senator Fong,
to present to this subcommittee William A. Macchi, director of com-
munity affairs, Jersey City, N.J.

Senator WILLIAMS. We appreciate the introduction, Mr. Devlin,
and thank you.

Mr. MACCHI. Senator, I would like to, if I may, read the mayor's
statement, part of which, I guess, is philosophical, and the latter
part of which refers to our working basis for the particular problem of
crime as it affects the elderly in public housing.
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With respect to the problem of crime and a lack of security in public
housing developments where senior citizens and the elderly are located,
the task ahead of us is indeed a massive one.

Any time a large number of people are concentrated in an area not
physically large enough to provide the necessary supportive services
for them, then antisocial behavior takes place.

Complicating this situation in Jersey City is the additional factor
that several of the housing developments are located adjacent to a
main highway, next to a cemetery, and across from a huge trucking
terminal. This is hardly an environment that lends itself to quality
living.

The current philosophy-and this is where we would disagree with
the current Federal philosophy-that normal city services, sanita-
tion, police, fire, recreation, et cetera, should be able to adequately
provide for the needs of people living in public housing projects, is,
in our opinion, unrealistic.

We are only in office, Senator, 7 months, filling out the previous
term of the previous mayor, but in our dealings with people like AXIary
Johnson that we have spoken to and have testimony from, the normal
city services cannot adequately provide for people living in housing
projects, and we believe it is the failure of most cities .to adequately
provide these services that contributes greatly to the crime that takes
place in housing developments.

The frustrations of the people living in public housing manifests
itself with criminal attacks on other human beings. The' elderly, for
obvious reasons, are an easy mark and have become prime targets
for criminal attacks. -- :

Obviously, all the sociological factors-lack of jobs, drug problem,.
lack of education, et cetera-all play a part in these attacks.

In our own' city, several criticisms have been leveled 'against the
management, of the Jersey City Housing kuthority, and! this is a
factor that Jersey City will deal directly with; and I would like to
say at this point when Senator Fong refers to the cooperation' of the
city administration with the people living in the project,; the Jersey
City Housing Authority is an autonomous agency governed by five
commissioners, none of whom has been appointed by Mayor Jordan,
and our first appointment does not come until 1973 or 1974, so that
they, in. effect, make policy, Senator.

We can twist arms wherever we can, but the five commissioiners
establish policy for the Jersey City Housing Authority.

To what extent mismanagement, if it exists, contributes to this.
problem will have to be determined.

In cooperation with the Newark area office of HUD, whichl is
sendingan 'evaluation task force into Jersey City, recommendations
will shortly be made as to how to improve the managerial capabilities
of the Jersey City Housing Authority. These recommendations will
be studied and implemented as soon as possible.

We have had several meetings with Mr. Sweeney, who'is the area
director of HUD, and he has promised to send to Jersey City his
recommendations. And our own recommendations to alleviate the
crime problem in public housing include vertical policing, a concept
which the Jersey City Housing Authority has been in favor of for a
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the Office of Economic Opportunity, a transportation system wvill



shortly be tinstituted for "senior' citizens li'iig'in-pulblic housing.' -A
series of mini buses .will be-purchased and a nettwork and's'chedule
of bus stops and deliveries, will be-developed.-'

It is anticipated the biuses -ivill pick 'up the; elderl'.y.a iif e ptiblic
housing :projects' and_ takei 'them' to shopping' areas, hbspitals, lit
braries, et cetera.. .. r . .

While Av'e are speaking of the'social-asplect of housing,-ift micrht be
interesting, at this point to list sonie '6f the-programs th'atthe Jersey
City Houging Aithority'does.invokhe itself in:.. . L

-. ,' P.ROGRAMSATD GoALSN'-";.

(1) Project Learn-Earn' To-provide work opportunities foi'teefi'l
agers after school. Thrust is-to keep teenaaers'from-becombi g dropouts.

.(2):Op)eration' Ser'vice-To irovid6: work '.oopportiiitie'. 'for ioiv-
income people age 65 or over. - i -

(.3) Children hot lunch-snack program-To provide -free hot lunch
and after-school snacks to children in public housing (development.

(4). Operation Step-Up-To provide' summer Work opportunities
for teenagers. Now, this is Neighborhood Youth Coifps, sponsored by
the Jersey'City Housing Authority, and we hope'to have;: '

(5) Keep well baby stations-To providleimmunization tb preschool
children. Test for mental retardation, lead ploisoning. 'Comaplete
physical of children. This is being spons6red-by Jersey' City through
our.economic '-development- program, again.. -'

'(6) Meals on-wheels, I xv6n't- go into: - - '! 'h, .-- ; -'
I might add at this particular point, in-going t6 26 Federal'PlMia and

speaking to -the Federal officials, their criticism of "nieals'on Uheels is
that they don't have enough. money to give to it. I think Mary only
gets about $45,000and: ' '-"-" ' -- ' '4 en ' - -'

(7) PROOF-To provide lodging and'counseling t6'"prisoneirs wvho
have-beeniparoled. - - ' - " - '

I would like tot-ald one comment at, this point. " - ' .' - ' '

Several mdnthtl- ago,' +-e had 'a meeting,' the mayor' and- myself,
Mr. -Sweeney from-HUD, -and a fellovw;whose name I'bUlievis ei Kriegs.
field from Cleveland, Ohio, and one of the interesting comments A4l at
he:'made is' that Whwen-'P-ROOF xient-intf'd Mbn'tao'iiietGardeii' there
was a decrease in crime in thbi hofising' pr6ject- 'As ai expert in his
field;, he could ndt explain \-hy itthappehed' other than -the fact- thiat it
Jlid happen., " , ' . .- . ' i, ... :' - .'. -'

.''t.thoughtitaboutt this and,' in -7nmonthotin- goveninnt I-a'cn'ot
expert, but last night I attended a meeting in, Mont6g'&ry-Gafde'ns
specifically on a food cd-opl'that -we have put into the buildingrbeca'u'se
people are'afraid to leave the buildin ' -o' - * ' -

I might add theelevator was out of order anrd'soineof the'coinnienitg
that people~nade' to'me here)that'they couldn't go-ghoQ'fing'bebadi§6
they'could not:come' back wvithb bundles and then climibleighti flightsof
stairs. But, of all the people at the meeting, there was onily one mal..

PROOF. caters' exclusively to male people so what aI-nam-suggesting
is per-haps the male figure that came into Montg6meIy:Gardens with
the advent of PROOF might have something to do with it'-because
the people that are involved in PROOF are involved in recreational
activities with the young people and perhaps the identifying with
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another male, going to work with him, playing ball, with him, might
have something to do with the decrease in crime. I don't know. I am
just throwing that out.

.In addition to the above, the Jersey City Housing Authority also
involves' itself in summer recreation and transportation programs,
sumimer' feeding programs, arts and crafts, et cetera.

It is our opinion that the listed programs merely scratch the surface
in what is needed in public housing.

A major and flexible thrust must immediately be made in the area
of social services to those living in public housing projects.

Finally, the construction of housing, itself, should be such that we
do not "store" people in high-rise structures but, rather, have a rep-
re mentative spacing of all types of peoples in different types of structures.

In the area of senior citizens housing, those physical problems that
specifically relate to the elderly should be solved in the construction
of the building, itself.

Senator WILLIAMS. Let me ask: In that next to the last paragraph,
"The construction of housing, itself, should be such that we do not
'store' people in high-rise structures but, rather. have a representative
spacing of all types of peoples in different types of structures," as a
practical fact of life, when you are living in a city most of the open
space has been committed; has it not?

Mr. MACCmI. Yes; it has.
Senator WILLIAMS. Really, to take care of the people that want to

live there you have to go up. You can't have gardens and homes
and this variety of housing structures. You are almost forced into
the high-rise construction situation; are you not?

Mr. MACCH. I think, Senator, talking about the space problem, I
think, because we are limited as to the amount of available space in
Jersey City, I think that building high-rise structures is going to com-
pound the problem that we have right now.

I would rather see less units and an increase in the quality of seiv-
ices to people rather than just people living in buildings.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, now, let's just deal with the elderly on
this question because, of course, this is our committee responsibility
here.

What has been your experience with housing, public housing, for
the elderly? Has it been pretty much highrise?

Mr. MACCHI. Yes; it has. We only have two units in Jersey City
that are specifically for the elderly and they are atout 286 units-156
apartments in one, 130 apartments in the other, and they are both
highrise apartments.

Senator WILLIAMS. I have visited housing for the elderly in many
parts of our State in rural, semirural, small communities, and smaller
communities in south Jersey and many, many up where we live, up in
north Jersey where we have the highest density in the whole country;
and, where it is housing exclusively for the elderly, I have yet to see
a project that is a failure.

I will confess I have only been to one in Jersey City, but many, many
in counties from Bayonne to North Bergen, and I have yet to see
a failure.
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Is that your experience where the housing is exclusively for elderly
and it is highrise in this high-density area?

Now, Mary Johnson described one project this morning and
she said-what did she call it?

What do you call it, Mary?
Mrs. JOHNSON. The Country Club for the Elderly in Jersey City.
Senator WILLIAMS. You mean that to be a statement of pleasant

living, don't you?
Mrs. JOHNSON. Right.
Mr. MACCHI. I Would agree with that, Senator.
I think that Berry Gardens is one of the nicest places in the city.
We have the waterfront of New Jersey, a resource that very few

cities have. Hopefully, what we are asking developers to do is to build
different types of structures on the waterfront and, hopefully, 25
percent of which will relate to senior citizens.

Since the waterfront would be a complex not only for housing but
also for industrial development and open spaces as far as parks and
recreation is concerned, we feel that with this type of a development
we can put up different types of structures to make life even more
attractive to the elderly so that while we have problems of major
cities we also have an asset that no one else has.

Senator WILLIAMS. Have you had any interest in cooperation by
the various officials on the development of the waterfront?

Mr. MACCmI. Yes. The mayor made a trip several months back
and spoke to Samuel Jackson, and in trying to develop "New Towns",
anything over 20,000 units, the Federal Government would be very
well disposed to help us out.

We also have a designation and I thank you for your office's help
of EBA designation which also will enable us to put in the sites and
sewers at the expense of the Federal Government, which is what the
city could not do.

Senator WILLIAMS. Certainly this question of security seems to have
been made a great deal easier where the housing is for elderly people.

Mr. MACCHi. Absolutely.
Senator WILLIAMS. You don't have the in-project problems of

residents being potential criminals.
Mr. MACCHI. No, but the problem is you don't have enough of

housing exclusively for senior citizens.
The main problem you are having is because of a myraid of com-

plexes, throughout the city, if you could put up 20 or 30 buildings
exclusively for senior citizens, that would solve the problem, but
you can't do that.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, that is what led me into the question,
your statement of representative structures.

Mr. MAccmI. Well, that specifically had to do with the waterfront
development because that as I say, is a tremendous amount of land
and we can do just about anything with that.

Senator WILLIAMS. But now we have to deal with what we live
with and we live with a situation where elderly people are not sep-
arately housed but are living in public housing with other families.
We have an unbelievably severe criminal problem and security prob-
lem. That is what we have got to live with. We can't remake this but
what we can do is bring in, infuse a new element of security force in

65-725 0-72--pt. 7- 5
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here, and that is what I have been trying to develop, a relationship of
the forces we have working together.

Does this ring any bell with you?
Mr. i\/IACCHI. It does, Senator, but, initially, in the statement that

I read of the mayor's we talked about the general philosophy that the
Federal Government has; that the normal services, whether they be
police, fire, sanitation, should be adequate to provide for the needs of
people living in public housing and we disagree very seriously with
that.

In 7 months of government, there is just no way you can put 9,000
children in the projects and say, "Behave yourselves." There has to
be a complement of activities or sites, whether it be recreation or with
the police force.

NEED FOR HOUSING AUTHORITY POLICE FORCE

We say the housing authority needs their own police force. That
is another way of saying the Jersey City police force can't cope with it.

In 7 months of government, we have doubled the number of police
on the streets. Two weeks ago, we divided the city into 18 neighbor-
hoods and established 18 crime control teams that would not be ro-
tated from those neighborhoods. We put them on at the high crime
hours from 4 to 12 and even that has not accomplished anything. I
just don't see any other way than a housing police force for the
housing authority.

Senator FONG. These people who live in these projects originally
came from Jersey City, so actually they are your people.

Mr. MAccHI. That is correct.
Senator FONG. And if they were living in other parts of the city you

would provide them with all the facilities?
Mr. M/IACCHI. That is correct.
Senator FONG. The fact is that the Federal Government has seen

fit to provide money so that these houses could be built in one area,
but you say now that these social services are inadequate for them?

Mr. MlAccHI. Thst is correct.
Senator FONG. So there is a responsibility by the Federal Govern-

ment and yet there still is a responsibility for the city.
Mr. M1ACCHI. Yes, sir.
Senator FONG. So, your recommendation is that there should be a

police force in each of these-
Mr. MACCHI. Housing projects; yes, sir.
Senator FONG. That would be a very expensive thing, wouldn't it?
1\{r. MVIACCHI. Based on the figures I have been able to get from the

housing authority, which are not my figures, they are speaking in
terms of vandalism of $500,000 in Jersey City, and it would cost a heck
of a lot less than a half million dollars to adequately staff the housing
projects to prevent this type of thing from happening.

Also, I don't see how you can measure the quality of life that would
be improved for the people living there.

Let me say I am 34 years old. I lived all my life in Jersey City,
downtown Jersey City, and, as I walked into Montgomery Gardens
last night at 8 o'clock, I was afraid.
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So, when we measure it in terms of money, I think we are dealing
with human beings and if the vandalism rate is $500,000 and a police
force would maybe cost an extra $200,000, I think it is worth it.

Senator FONG. Your recommendation is that it would be the
Federal Government is going to pay for this police force?

Mr. MfACCH. Yes. I would hope that the law-enforcement assistance
program that funds SLEPA in our State might see fit through SLEPA
to fund the Jersey City concept of vertical policing.

Senator FONG. Is it possible that the housing authority would be
able to contribute some of their funds to this program? They have a
mini police force now and they pay for that, don't they?

Mr. M/IACCHf. The housing authority doesn't; no-well, I would
think that the Jersey City Police Department-it is merely a transfer
in assignment of one or two police officers to man the station. When
we say mini station, it is not a total precinct concept. It is just several
people in the building.

Senator FONG. The testimony we heard this morning is that these
men are untrained.

Mr. MAccam. No. The mini station is manned by police officers,
Senator. The housing guards or police cadets are those that are hired
through the Emergency Employment Act.

There are two or three different forces at work here, but the mini
precinct is the Jersey City Police Department's responsibility.

Senator FONG. Have you figured out what it will cost to police
adequately the housing units in which the four ladies who appeared
this morning live?

Mr. MAccal. I just include the narrative to the particular state-
ment the mayor made.

We have a criminal justice planner that we hired in Jersey City.
Now, he is doing specifically what you have just asked. He has not
come up with the figures yet. We have not taken at face value what
the housing authority has given us.

Senator FONG. You say HUD officials will be making a survey
also?

Mr. MACCHL. The HUD officials will be in, hopefully, Senator, by
the end of August.

Senator FONG. And they will be looking into the 24-hour problem?
Mr. MACCH. Well that will be one of the problems. They are

going to do a complete evaluation from top to bottom for us.
Senator FONG. Secretary Romney has stated that he will not put-I

think this was a statement made by him-that he would not put any
more public housing in the hard-core crime areas of the cities.

You are familiar with that? You heard that?
Mr. MACCHa. Yes; I have.
Senator FONG. I presume it is because of the security problem.
Mr. MTVAccH1. Yes, sir. That would be one.
Senator FONG. And many of these housing units are empty because

people are afraid to move into them.
Mr. MIACCHa. I think we have a 1 percent vacancy rate, Senator,

in Jersey City.
If people had a choice, I imagine they would choose not to live in a

housing project but they really don't have a choice.
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I would like to make a statement, Senator.
Marion Gardens, when the mayor campaigned last Mlay, he went

through that complex and we have attempted to sell that to private
developers and have been turned down by the area office of HUD.

In one particular component of Marion Gardens there is a room
where the drug addicts shoot up.
* In another apartment at Marion Gardens, there is a room where
all the stolen merchandise from the trucking terminals is stored and
then sold.

It is the mayor's feeling in walking through that they are really
unfit for human beings to live in.

Senator FONG. You mean you know that this is actually happening
and yet there is nothing done about it?

Mr. MACCHI. Well, we send police in and you make a sweep and
you cleanup, and less than 24 hours later you have the same situation
again.

Senator FONG. Now
Mr. MAccHm. These, I might add, are not high-rise buildings, either.

These are three-storv buildings.
Senator FONG. What kind of cooperation are you getting from the

housing authority commissioner?
Mr. MACCH. We haven't appointed anyone yet. There is a great

deal of disagreement between the new administration of Jersey City
and the Jersey City Housing Authority.

We have sent an individual to the housing authority under the
Emergency Employment Act in an attempt to establish resident
relationships that were meaningful. They view this man as an outsider,
a young brat coming in looking over their shoulder.

They say we have done it this way x amount of years, and we are
going to continue to do it; so it has not been a happy marriage.

Senator FONG. I am quite sure that the mayor is interested in really
coping with this problem.

Mr. MACCmI. Yes. We have a young girl -who has a master's degree
in social work, specifically hired to deal 8 hours a day with the problem
and to come up with ideas and ways that we can make it a better
place for people in public housing to live.

Senator FONG. Now, is the recommendation that you have given us,
a well-considered recommendation or would you say that you still
need to clarify, still need to check more on it before you really in-
plement it?

Mr. MACCHI. What it would cost the Federal Government or the
State government, if they saw fit to help us a little bit to adequately
police this, I can mail the figures to you in a week. I would be guessing
at the figures and I would rather not do this at this point.

(See appendix C, p. 459.)
Our problem again is in coming up with these statistics. We go

through the housing authority for them so our planner is dealing with a
set of figures that he cannot actively say are right or worng.
* Senator FONG. Is it possible to so secure the area by construction so

that you need not have so many officers?
Mr. MACCHI. I don't think that is feasible.
One of the comments that the housing authority made to us was that

you build a wall around this particular project, and the mayor's
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comment was, "We are dealing with human beings and they are not in
a concentration camp, and I am not philosophically going to put them
in a concentration camp."

Senator FONG. Is it possible to screen the people who come into the
building?

Mr. MACCHI. The response that I got when we asked that question,
Senator, was the same as the lady sitting here said. We were told that
they were the catch-basin of housing in Jersey City and anybody who
so applied must get housing.

Senator FONG. No. That is in relation to those that apply for housing,
but for those that come into the building and do not have permission
to live there, what screening is possible?

Mr. MACCHI. I think the only way you could do that was if you
physically had a guard at the door and if you also issued some sort of
identification.

Senator FONG. In your recommendations, do you contemplate that?
Mr. MACCHI. I think if we had a guard physically stationed in

each component of the housing complexes, I don't think you would
need identification cards. I think the guard would get to know the
people in the neighborhood and if you see 10 or 15 people congregating
that are not normally there at that point in time, then you know some-
thing is wrong.

Senator FONG. How many people are in your housing area?
Mr. MAccHf. Approximately 14,500 residents of Jersey City.
Senator FONG. In how many sites?
Mr. MAccHI. Including the senior citizen sites?
Senator FONG. Yes.
Mr. MAccH. Counting the two buildings in senior citizens, it

would be 11 sites.
Senator FONG. What is the largest of those sites?
Mr. MAccH. The A. Harry Moore apartments or the Duncan

apartments, as they are called; 664 apartments.
Senator FONG. Is that where your worst problems are, the bigger

sites?
Mr. MAccH. You know, I hate to say that they are worse there

than they are in the Marion or so forth, but they are bad.
Senator FONG. Is it because the sites are so large that you have

problems?
Do you have more problems in a larger site than a smaller site?
Mr. MAccHI. Exclusive of the Marion projects which I related to

a few seconds ago that are only three stories, I would think the
higher you go the more problems you have.

Senator FONG. And the bigger you make it, the more the problems?
Mr. MXIAccCH. You compound it; absolutely.
Senator FONG. Thank you.
Senator WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Mr. MAccmI. Thank you, sir.
(The attachment follows:)

ATTACHMENT ONE

PART A-ITEM 8. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

A.-For the past decade crime in all urban areas has been on the increase with
muggings, robberies, drug addiction, and vandalism heading the list of offenses
against society.
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This is particularly true of those sections of an urban area where there is a high
concentration of people and more particularly in high rise structures where the
offender/s finds it extremely easy to carry on his activities with small chance of
detection.

The safety and welfare of residents residing in such areas is seriously affected,
and those who become easy prey to.offenders are usually elderly citizens who
must rely on neighbors and limited police protection for any measure of security.
Not only are these people harrassed, mugged, and made fearful of their lives by
the ordinary thief and drug addict, but they also are subjected to the fear of fire
started by arsonists or those bent on mischief.

Efforts by the local police to cope with the above problems have been ineffective
primarily because it is almost impossible to provide a police officer or officers for
each and every building under the jurisdiction of the Housing Authority of the
City of Jersey City.

Thus it is evident because of the limited manpower of existing police in our com-
munity some other method must be substituted to help curb the various offensive
acts against our citizenry. Existing law enforcement agencies need a complimen-
tary force or auxiliary to stem the tide of increased crime and to initiate ways and
means of preventing such crimes in the future.

B.-The United States Housing Act of 1937 provides for the "elimination of
unsafe and unsanitary housing conditions, for the eradication of slums, for the
provision of decent, safe and sanitary dwellings for families of low income-and
for the safety and morals of the citizens of the Nation."

Hence, it is the purpose of the Housing Authority of the City of Jersey City to
provide for its residents, in high rise buildings in particular, the type of personnel
security which can assure senior citizens and other residents a sense of comfort
and well being, to permit all such persons to pursue their individual interests with a
feeling of confidence.

The intent of the program and the goal which we wish to achieve is defined
elsewhere in this application. Primarily it is intended to bring about by improve-
ment of communications, and educational means, a closer liaison between residents
and law enforcement officers for the purpose of reducing incidents of crime and
establish new means of prevention of crime. The reduction of such incidents will
guarantee a sense of security to our residents and reduce property damage caused
by acts of vandals, dope addicts and arsonists.

The initiation of vertical patrolling of our high rise buildings by qualified pro-
fessional guards, properly trained, with the cooperation of our local police depart-
ment, and supplied with modern electronic equipment to perform their duties
will not only reduce incidents of crime but will provide our tenants with a sense of
security which they have not enjoyed for many years.

C.-Project Activities will be under the direct supervision of the Project
Director who will work closely with the Director of the Jersey City Police De-
partment to bring about an effective program operation.

Through the cooperation agreement presently in existence between the Housing
Authority and the City of Jersey City a special liaison police officer will be the
overseer of the program implemented and it will be his responsibility to coordinate
activities between police officers assigned and the vertical police guards who will
become an integral part of this program.

Each of the three developments involved in this program shall have a police
officer assigned for one duty tour, seven days a week, as the key man, and he will
be the site coordinator assigning guards to such duties as he deems proper to
effectuate the desired security control for each development.

The actual assignment schedule will be worked out when the program has been
approved but tentative plans are to have the one police officer as mentioned above
as the key man and then assign a vertical police guard to each of the buildings at a
given development.

For example at: (1) Montgomery Gardens-where there are six buildings there
would be an officer in charge and six vertical police guards; (2) A. Harry Moore
Apts.-where there are seven buildings there would be one officer in charge and
seven vertical police guards; (3) Curries Woods Gardens-where there are seven
buildings there would be one officer in charge and seven vertical police guards.

The vertical police guards to be used for this program will be secured by the
Authority through public bidding and one of the conditions in the contract will
be that all guards assigned must go through a prescribed training program to be
arranged by the Director of the Jersey Police Department-All applicants will
also have to be approved by the State Authority having jurisdiction over security
guard services.
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D.-It shall be. the duty of the Project Director/s to coordinate the program in
such a manner that the most effective results will be realized. The Project Direc-
tor/s will maintain a constant liaison with the Jersey City Police Dept. to see that
all personnel are properly trained in the duties they are to perform; he will ar-
range for periodic meetings to determine progress of the program and records shall
be maintained of all daily occurrences and activities.

The project Director/s shall give an accountability to the Board of Commis-
sioners of the Housing Authority and to the Mayor of the City of Jersey City of the
various phases of the program and a copy of any reports shall be furnished to the
Director of Jersey City Police and to the State Law Enforcement Planning Agency,
Trenton, N.J.

E.-The project will require full time personnel and this will be complimented
by part time work performed by employees already on Housing Authority pay-
rolls as explained elsewhere in this application.

The application as proposed calls for: (a) A liaison officer who will be a Ser-
geant of Police assigned to coordinate the program under the direction of the
project director/s and the Director of the Jersey City Police Dept; (b) three police
officers (one for each development covered by this application) to be designated
bv the Director of the Jersey City Police Dept; (c) twenty vertical police to be
supplied to the Authority through public bidding and to be approved as accept-
able for assignment by the Jersey City Police Dept.

Regardless of previous training or experience each of these twenty vertical
police will be given special training at the Police Academy which is under the
jurisdiction of the Jersey City Police Dept. Each candidate will be accepted only
after being certified as acceptable by the Jersey City Police Dept.

F.-Personnel biographies of persons selected to work on the program will be
supplied at the time each man is assigned. It is not possible for us to furnish
such information at this time since it is not yet known who will be assigned to
the project.
* Those who will serve as directors of the program for the Authority presently
hold titles of Executive Director and Assistant Executive Director. And of course
the Director of the Jersey City Police Dept. George Whelan certainly has the
credentials to qualify him to work with the Authority to make this project a
success.

G.-The Housing Authority will be working closely with the Citys' Police
Dept. to make the program work but it will also appeal to other agencies in the
City, County and State if necessary to assist and guide us towards the achieve-
ment of our goal.

Various educational institutions will also be prevaned upon to assist us in
planning our pilot program such as Jersey City State College, St. Peters College
and Rutgers University. All of these institutions have been of c insiderable help
to us in the past with many of our urban probleins.

The Authoritv will also have available to it personnel hired during the summer
months through State and Federal Programs to conduct recreational programs
and other types of programs which will provide useful activity to those residing
at the developments covered by this program.

Such activities should serve as deterrents against vandalism, etc.;
H.-Project evaluation will be done by maintaining daily records of activities

which will be reviewed by project directors. Such daily reports will reflect the
problems encountered, the solution to the problem and the effect of the solution
applied. Conferences with the Director of Police will be held as often as required
to evaluate methods being used towards the reduction and prevention of crime.

I.-The only alternative method which suggests itself to us other than the
proposed program is that the City of Jersey City assume the entire responsibility
for policing each and every building in all of our developments on a twenty four
hour basis. This of course is prohibitive from an economic point of view as w-ell
as from a manpower point of view. No other alternative suggests itself to us.

J.-Undoubtedly this program should become a continuing one and to do so
funds will have to be provided through either State or Federal assistance pro-
grams. Since the Authority's prime responsibility is to house low income people
it is impossible, even tinder the housing laws, to realize enough rents to make
any security program self sufficient. Many housing authorities through out the
country are experiencing very serious financial difficulties.

Senator WILLIAMS. We will take a 5-minute recess. Then we will
return for the statement of Mr. Robert T. Coleman.

(A brief recess was taken.)
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Senator WILLIAMS. The hearing will come to order. Our next
witness is Mr. Robert T. Coleman, and you have Mr. Glasstein with
you; is that right?

-Mr. COLEMAN. That is right, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. All right, Mr. Coleman. Go ahead, please.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT T. COLEMAN, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL JUSTICE, SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL OF AMERICA, ACCOM-
PANIED BY SAM GLASSTEIN, PRESIDENT OF THE GOLDEN AGE
CLUB OF THE BROOKLYN JEWISH CENTER

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the Special Senate.
Subcommittee on the Aging, I appreciate the opportunity to testify
before you today.

The Synagogue Council of America is the national coordinating
agency for the three branches of Judaism in the United States. Its
constituents are: The Rabbinical Assembly of America; the Central
Conference of American Rabbis; the Rabbinical Council of America;
the Union of American Hebrew Congregations; the Union of Orthodox
Jewish Congregations of America; and the United Synagogue of
America.

Its purpose is to unify and coordinate activities of the religious,
Jewish community on matters of social policy and public affairs.

Our interest in your examination of the effects of crime in public
housing on the elderly is based on the belief that this issue raises
substantial questions of social justice.

The problem of crime in public housing facilities is the cause of
countless numbers of anxious days and sleepless nights for the elderly,
their children, and other relatives.

The fact that this subcommittee is dealing seriously with the
problem is of great importance both to the elderly of this country
and to those who hope to reach the years of senior citizenship.

When social planners and legislative bodies began to recognize the
need to house the still-mobile aged citizen in Government-subsidized
housing accommodations that would allow them to live on the pro-
ceeds of his social security and other retirement benefits with dignity
and self-respect, it was hailed as a major step forward by industry,
coalitions of social work, civic organizations, the religious establish-
ment, and most of all, by the elderly, themselves.

An atmosphere of hope was created by the building of low-cost
housing facilities which contained a certain number of units designated
for use by the elderly. However, that hope has now been tainted by
the high incidence of crime which plagues these dwellings.

While crime is not confined to public housing-some cities, such as
New York, cite housing authority statistics showing that, percentage-
wise, crime is much lower in public housing than in the overall com-
munity-it is, neverthelesss, a major concern requiring attention at
every level of government.

When the president of the Synagogue Council of America, Rabbi
Irving Lehrman of Miami Beach, returned from the White House Con-
ference on the Aging last year, he appointed a special commission to
develop programs for the aging in synagogues throughout the country.
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The Commission quickly found that existing programs in some areas
had failed because the elderly were afraid to venture outside their
apartments and, therefore, could not take advantage of them.

The reason most often given was fear. They are afraid to ride in
elevators in public housing facilities, even in broad daylight, because
muggers, purse snatchers, or worse are free to enter at any floor, and
frequently do.

Because of an all-pervasive feeling of fear, many elderly citizens
have spent money needed for food to buy additional locks for their
doors. They seldom venture outside their apartments unless they are
accompanied by a younger relative or friend.

Synagogues with large numbers of elderly congregants living in
public housing have been forced to suspend their traditional eveninig
services because the elderly are afraid to leave or reenter the facility
at night.

ELDERLY ARE MISSING ESSENTIAL SERVICES

The files of almost any social work or health agency will reveal that
large numbers of elderly persons miss out on essential services because
they are afraid to leave their apartments; the fear of becoming the
victim of a criminal act outweighs health needs as well as other
considerations.

The argument most frequently used by opponents of the controver-
sial low-income project in Forest Hills (Queens) was fear of crime. They
pointed out that, based on the experiences of other communities, to
house the elderly in such an enormous project was to invite havoc.

They emphasize the plight of elderly residents of public housing in
communities such as South Bronx, East New York, Arverne, Far
Rockaway, and Newark, N.J., to illustrate the enormity of the problem
and the basis of their fears at the very prospect of such a housing
complex being built.

One of the most successful public housing projects I have seen is
the Latimer Garden Houses in Queens, N.Y., where both the elderly
and young families reside without any problems of security.

I believe it is important to point to two reasons for its success:
First, the project is small, with only 425 units, in comparison to most
public housing being built today; and, second, the apartments are
relatively small so that only the elderly or couples with young children
are occupants.

The Synagogue Council of America acknowledges the fact that
these problems encountered by senior citizens in public housing can
only be solved by recommendations made by a concerned legislative
body such as this.

It is our fervent hope that you will consider the following proposals
made by our National Committee on the Aging in order to effect
meaningful legislation as a result of these hearings and bring about a
change from the present bad image of public housing, and remove
the fears of the aged citizen who lives there.

The following items should be provided in every public housing
facility occupied by elderly people:

1. Elevators to be manually operated 24 hours a day.
2. A direct line telephone to housing police to be placed in every

apartment occupied by a senior citizen.
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3. Shopping centers and supportive social services such as medical,
health, and recreation, to be part of the design of all future public
housing projects planned to include elderly tenants.

4. Check-cashing facilities to be set uIp in all public housing facilities
to cut down on the probability of robberies.

5. An increase in the number of housing authority guards and/or
police.

Mlr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, permit me to close
by expressing once again myr appreciation for the invitation to testify
on behalf of the Synagogue Council of America.

Now I would like to present Mr. Sam Glasstein, president of the
Golden Age Club of the Brooklyn Jewish Center, who was the victim
of crime in public housing, and whose organization is literally falling
apart because its members are afraid to come to the center for fear
of putting their lives and physical well-being in jeopardy.

Senator WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Coleman.
Mr. Glasstein?

STATEMENT BY SAM GLASSTEIN

Mr. GLASSTEIN. I am here purposely for the elderly, and elderly
only, in conjunction with housing.

They take these people and put them in the houses and bottle them
up. Now, this is strong language but truthful.

If you have been, which I hope you have, into one of these houses
where they take an elderly person and put him in a room with a
kitchen-now, that room is their living room; it is their kitchen, their
bedroom, and then they can't leave it. Now, these are facts.

They blame everyone but those who are responsible for this situa-
tion.

I head a group of golden age, average 75 young. These people must
be transported in my private car in order to get them to a meeting
where they can enjoy themselves for an afternoon. After which they
are afraid to go home again.

Now, this condition is not a recent one. It has been going on for
quite a while.

In one project where they are living-it is a high riser-there are
220 families. Onlv a month or 6 weeks ago, vandals cut off the brass
nozzles for the fire hose. This is in a 20-storv building.

Now, when they do that and these people see it, you can imagine
the fear instilled in them; they are reluctant to leave their apartments.

Here last fall we had in the Jewish faith a festival of where we bring
out what we call Shlock M\1onos-a little cake, wine, and other foods
and candles.

I am known in that building, and they refused to open up the door
because they didn't recognize my voice. That is how much fear has
been instilled in them. The project, itself, is nice. They have a nice
little park in front of it, but when they take that park and they use it
for a bar at night, and.the language used, these people in a minute
they scatter. 'ou don't know.

They try to get up in the elevator. There isn't one weekend in a year
and a half that both of those elevators worked-in a 20-storv building.
One is always out of commission.
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Now, this is the situation that these people are living under there.
They are shopping-they are afraid to go shopping, where the shopping
is, I believe, two blocks away. They are afraid to go because they are
going to be mugged. If these hoodlums see them going there, they
know they are going to do some shopping, and they knock them down.

I can just visualize a person 75 years old getting knocked down,
and especially a woman. By the time she can open up her mouth and
holler, these hoodlums are miles away.

Now, I don't know who to blame or how to put the blame, but I,
who have witnessed, who went through a mugging, know the fear of
that. I am no child. I am 78 years old. I know what it means to get
knocked down. Before I can get up again, they are gone.

There is no sense of calling the police department. Who are they
going to look for?

Now, that is the situation that you have got around the projects.
I won't say the project in itself; the project grounds. It should be
protected for these people, that they should not have the fear of going
within two blocks of their own house.

I say the project. They all blame the project; they blame the
police department; they blame everybody but the right people, and
I will say, if I dare say this, I blame the courts because when you get
one of these criminals there, they are out before the police blotter is
dry, back in the streets again.

Now, that is the fear that is instilled, I think, throughout the city
of New York in their projects. Thank you.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, you know, you certainly make it very
clear, the terror that people live with in the cities, and, of course, we
are addressing ourselves to the housing projects for the elderly. but
you were here this morning and you heard that this was a fear that
exists in other housing, too. We have got to find some answers.

I think that Mr. Coleman's list of five approaches here makes a lot
of sense.

Now, just take the first one: Elevators to be manually operated
24 hours a day.

Every witness this morning talked about, first, the fact that eleva-
tors are out of operation a lot of the time, No. 1; and No. 2, even when
they are operating, then you are really in trouble if you are riding in
an elevator with someone wvho is about to rob you because you are
separated and alone in that elevator.

It would seem to me in these days when we are trying to find mean-
ingful employment for people, this manually operated elevator ap-
proach of yours-nobody suggested this, by the way-should make
some sense. Has that suggestion been made by anybody else?

VERUCAL POLICING APPROACH

Mr. ORIOL. No. We are just frankly exploring the idea of combining
this vertical policing approach with manning of elevators and vertical
policing just from one floor to the other on fairly regular rounds. but
perhaps combining it with the manning of the elevators could be
worked out.

Perhaps there are ways of keeping the elevators not fully manned
at all times but combining it with vertical policing, the rounds of the
floor, and the elevator; a variety of rounds.
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Mr. COLEMAN. I think, knowing there are police facilities in the
housing center, along with the knowledge that there is an elevator
operator there at all times, reassures the elderly.

I don't know if-let's say a crime is committed on the 10th floor
and an elderly person has to go to the eighth floor, it would neces-
sarily be of assistance to this person to know that a policeman is
dealing with a crime two floors above.

Mr. GLASSTEIN. This building I am referring to, you can walk
into that building right now, at this moment; it is unprotected. There
is an officer down there from 5 to 1 in the morning, 5 p.m. until 1 a.m.
All the rest of the time that building is strictly unprotected, and when
he is off, there is nobody there to protect you. Now, things like this
should be, I believe, protected.

If they took these elderly people and put them in public housing, I
believe that they should see that the rest of their lives are enjoyed
instead of living in fear. There is no sense of putting anybody that is
helpless and try to make their lives more miserable. Now, this is the
way I size it up, and I have been a good, good many years in the senior
citizens movement, and I find the projects in the city of New York
under those conditions that when the elderly get in there it is fine to
put them in there, and that is the end of it.

I also know cases where they have got mental patients in them.
Mr. ORIOL. Is this the transfer program that is going on in New

York State now? People discharged from mental institutions?
Mr. GLASSTEIN. They are put in there from mental institutions,

and they go back for treatments. They are outpatients.
Now, you can imagine having a person 75 to 77 years old living

above you or one beside you, and here is-I can take you people right
there and show it to you-and here is the thing that is going on
[banging ashtray to make noise].

Now, persons 77 years old are in the age that their nerves are not
that way, and they cannot take that. They start getting hysterical
over that.

Now, those are the conditions that are going on in the house that I
am referring to.

Now, I think that whoever is responsible-I will not put blame
anywhere-but whoever is responsible for that should not have done
that, put these types of people in with elderly sane people because you
are gradually driving them out of their minds in the building, plus the
fear that they have of going beyond the block of their own house.

Mr. COLEMAN. One of the community organizations in Mr. Glas-
stein's area made a plea for more antipoverty funds for the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps, and they received these funds, and there were 15
kids who are receiving salaries who really don't have anything to do,
and it seems to me that some of this antipoverty money could train
youngsters, give them something meaningful to do. They have really
nothing to do.

Mr. GLASSTEIN. If I can put this in. About 6 weeks ago, we had a
man walking, I think it was, 7 blocks away from the project. He was
mugged and through the results died a couple of weeks ago through
the mugging.
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Another woman-like the third of the month is a haven for these
muggings, when these elderly people will go to the bank to cash their
checks. They don't get outside that bank, they are mugged. The
money is taken away from them and they are black and blue. Now, it
happened to my wife, plus me.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, we have heard this many, many times
and I just can't understand who handles those. Those are Social
Security checks. Who handles them? Who cashes them?

Mr. GLASSTEIN. Well, say a person gets one of these checks and
they go to the local bank and there is a sad case here. When they
move these people into these houses, see, they may move them a
distance away from where they normally lived. Now, they will not
transfer their bank account right close by, so they go over to the
bank that they are accustomed to and they are the victim the minute
they go.

If you know the territory over to Pitkin Avenue, well, I wish this
woman was here now. Black and blue. You would think she came
out of a ring. Plus them mugging her.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, who cashes the checks?
Mr. GLASSTEIN. The banks.
Senator WILLIAMS. They will cash a check without full identifica-

tion?
Mr. GLASSTEIN. No. These people have accounts in there.
Senator WILLIAMS. Oh, I see, but we have heard of the checks,

themselves, being taken. Not the cash on the way home, but the
checks down at the mail boxes or, indeed, people on the way to the
bank.

Mr. GLASSTEIN. Well, I couldn't say nothing. I don't know any-
thing about that or enough about that to express my opinion on that.

Mr. COLEMAN. 1 think most of the local merchants, the grocers,
will cash a check from anyone who gets credit from them, whether
they happen to be the recipient of that check or not. I mean, it is
very easy to go into a grocer and say, "Mrs. So-and-So gave me her
check because she is not feeling well today."

Senator WILLIAMS. But it has to be endorsed.
Mr. COLEMAN. Well, I think they endorse it themselves.
Senator WILLIAMS. John, what do you know about this? How can

there be such a large business in cashing stolen checks?
Mr. MILLER. I suspect that there may be some "fences" developing

to handle this kind of stolen materials. You used this term yesterday.
But I don't know.

Senator WILLIAMS. The next item that you mentioned, Mr. Cole-
man, a direct-line telephone to housing police, to be placed in every
apartment occupied by a senior citizen.

First of all, you have to have housing police to receive the alarm.
That is one thing we don't have and we should have. And there has
to be the expense of a line from the apartment to the police head-
quarters within the building. I don't know if that should be necessarily
a phone, an alarm of some kind, I would think.

Mr. GLASSTEIN. When you say have an alarm into the building--
Senator WILLIAMS. No; from the apartment.
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Mr. GLASSTEIN. From the apartment to the building?
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. GLASSTEIN. Well, now, you take what they call a pocket

project. It is a single high-rise by itself and in that building they do
not have no protection whatsoever. That building is by itself.

Now, the one I am referring to-there is quite a few there- the one
I am referring to is a 20-story building, two elevators, and no protec-
tion after 5 o'clock when she goes home, the woman that takes care
of it, when she goes home. After that, there is no protection in the
building. If anything breaks down or anything there, the tenant just
has to wait, and if they had that alarm in there without it being
protected downstairs, to me it is useless.

If something happens after 5 o'clock, what are these people going
to do? There is no protection there.

"POOR SUPERVISION OF HOUSING AUTHORITY POLICE"

Mr. COLEMAN. Senator, there are many elderly who also allude to
the poor supervision of housing authority police.

There are certain projects, for instance, in Harlem where there are
elderly families and others who are not elderly and many of the people
in that kind of a project complain that they can't reach the housing
authority. If they go to the housing authority police office, it is closed
and no one can find the police. I have visited such projects myself.

The head of one group who is blind, and heads a group for the
handicapped informed me that in his project you just can't find a
housing policeman anywhere.

Mir. ORIOL. Isn't it safe to say there will be even greater demand
of public housing in New York City because of the lifting of the rent
ceiling? I believe most of the people in New York face an increase of
about 17 percent.

Mir. COLEMAN. Yes; I think that is true, and I also think it is true
that the elderly have not been sufficiently informed that they can
apply for certain kinds of exemptions.

Mr. MILLER. Does your observation bear out the view which has
been reported from elsewhere, that the crime and safety problem is
substantially less where a housing program is exclusively for the
elderly?

Mr. COLEMAN. Yes, or where there is a combining of the elderly
and young families and small apartments so that if a family has five
teenage kids they can't live in that project.

Latimore Gardens is a perfect example of that in Queens where you
have families with children of elementary school age living and getting
along well with the elderly. They have one housing authority patrol-
man and only one shift and he has never had any problems. There
have been no cases of muggings or other criminal acts.

I think that project is about 2 years old and you just couldn't move
the elderly away from there.

I purposely visited that project because we were concerned about the
ramifications of what was happening in Forest Hills. Many of the
elderly said they wanted to move to Forest Hills because that project
wvill have air conditioning, but they didn't realize that in Forest Hills
there would be larger families with older children moving in.
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I think where you have a number of teenagers is where your problem
is.

Mr. ORIOL. I think I missed the distinction between what would
exist at Forest Hills and what exists at the unit where you said the
elderly and the young were getting along very well.

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, the majority of the young families in Latimore
Gardens project are young working poor families, low-income families,
who have young children. I think the largest apartment in that project
is four rooms, so you just can't get a large number of teenagers in that
kind of apartment.

In Forest Hills, you are going to have larger apartments that are
going to have 40 percent elderly with a number of teenage kids. And
I think that is why Forest Hills may not be compared to Latimore
Gardens and that is the reason other projects fail.

Senator WILLIAMS. You know, I have observed-and it is not a
happy memory to recall-some of the housing that we have seen in
other countries for older people, where security is not even mentioned
because there is no problem.

Recently I had occasion to visit some housing for retired people,
pensioners of the labor unions, and this was in France, and I just can't
fully describe how beautiful the lives were for those that had the
opportunity to live in this housing. I didn't even ask about guards or
security. It was manifest there was no problem. This was not right in
downtown in the major city. It was in the suburbs, but it was city
living. It wasn't isolated rural and protected in that way.

I just cannot understand why we have the problems to the degree
we have in this country.

Bill Oriol has journeyed recently to another part of the world. I
think this was behind the curtain, wasn't it?

Mr. ORIOL. Yes; Kiev, Russia.
Senator WILLIAMS. What was your experience over there?
Mr. ORIOL. Well, there was no security problem but perhaps for

different reasons.
Mr. GLASSTEIN. That is the answer.
Now, right across from this project they have a park. Now, inside

of this park the project, itself, is beautiful. I mean, you can't ask
better for these people.

Now, I will admit what is nice is nice and what is good is good, but
you get a park across the street that is redlined by the police depart-
ment. It is an addict center. They come over there; these elderly people
will sit there and they got a pocketbook-it is gone. Now, by the time
they open their mouth to holler, it is too late; they are gone.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you have anything further, gentlemen?
We just can't despair. We are going to have to struggle toward

answers here because this life is hardly worth living the way so many
people are existing today. And you have described it.

Mr'. GLASSTEIN. Well, we are taking citizens out, senior citizens.
We have got four trips going for them but that is'not enough. That is
not enough to keep these people from becoming, as we state, vegetables.
They just sit on a park bench if they have it or sit in front of the project
and their arms just folded and their head is drooping because there
is no activity for them and when there is activity for them, when the
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centers put out activities, they charge them and these people cannot
afford to pay this kind of money because they are living on a fixed
income.

On this same project I am talking about, I know a family there
living on $80.80 a month. Now, what kind of pleasure -can they have?
If they go to a movie, they got to miss a meal.

Now we are working to take them out free of charge, four trips,
going to Pearl River where we are furnishing lunch and everything
else.

Now, I think that when they get to that age which they are three-
quarters past, I think these people deserve to live 'a happy life. Now,
that is my opinion, and I don't know. That is what I am striving
and working for, to see that the end of their days are happy because
when they pass into. 75 and 80, we are numbed. We are here today
and gone tomorrow.

Why can't these people have something to enjoy their days; be-
cause people were unfortunate in their younger days, they couldn't
put it away. Not all of us could put it away. We weren't all fortunate.

So, I think it is our place to see these people enjoy the rest of their
lives.

Thank you.
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I regret that some of the officials of our

Government aren't here to hear both of you gentlemen and all of our
testimony here today. I did my best to suggest yesterday on the rec-
ord that they be here today to hear this.

Sometimes I think that our high bureaucracy officials just are out
.of touch with what you are talking about. They are going to be here
tomorrow. Norman Watson. He is studying this problem. He started
over a year ago, didn't he?

Mr. ORIOL. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. And he is going to have his report next year.
Mr. GLASSTEIN. Well, I will tell you, Senator, if it were possible, I

would gladly come back tomorrow to restate it, but I can't.
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I appreciate that, and I wish there was

some way we could make your story immediately available there. We
are going to get the message through to him somehow.

All right. We appreciate it. Thank you.
We will recess now until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Wednesday, August 2, 1972.)



APPENDIX A

SENATOR BROOKE AD HOC HEARING, BOSTON PUBLIC
HOUSING, APRIL 1972*

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MILDRED HAILEY

My name is Mildred Hailey and I am a tenant at Bromley-Heath. I am on the
Tenants Policy Council Board and I work for the Tenant Management Corpora-
tion at Bromley.
- At the T.M.C. office, people come in daily asking for transfers from first floor
apartments because they have bottles thrown through the windows or people
shooting guns through the windows.

On the 1st and 15th, when people are receiving welfare and Social Security
checks, people cannot stay in their apartments because of fear of missing the
mailman. They stay in the hall hoping the mailman will blow the whistle. It is
nothing to have some four to five people run into the office on check day, saying
they have just had their pocketbooks snatched. Elderly on the 1st and the 15th
are scared to go to the local supermarket to get food, for fear they will be robbed,
so they go in groups of four to five. If they go alone, nine chances out of ten, they
will be robbed.

Thefts from mailboxes are so bad that sometimes we have to replace the mailbox
twice a week, and it gets ripped right out of the walls. Some tenants have mail
sent to the postoffice. A mailman is taking his life in his hands when he comes into
Bromlev.

U.PS. (United Parcal Service) and Hood Mblilk won't deliver in the development.
Hood will only deliver to the Day Care Center, but not to any of the individual
families.

Bromley is a haven for stolen cars. One day I saw some policemen who were
chasing two youths who were driving a stolen car. The youths stopped the car in
the middle of Bromley, jumped out and started running. The police stopped their
car, jumped out, drew their guns, and started chasing. There were some young
kids who were in between the cops and the running youths. People in the comn-
munity rushed out of the building, screaming "Don't shoot", scared that the in-
nocent young kids would get shot.
. I saw a fight not too long ago between two men and they were using tire chains
on each other. It is not unusual to be sitting in your own apartment and to hear
gunshots. Carpenters for the T.M.C. daily are repairing locks and fixing doors of
apartments that have been broken into. Most of the apartments are broken into
by kids who are trying to support a drug habit.

Vendors and workers come into the T.M.C. office with their pockets ripped,
screaming that they have just been robbed and asking me to call the police. I
call and it usually takes them a half-hour to get there. If they do not get there in
that half-hour, you have to call back.

After dark, nobody ventures out of his apartment unless they have lived at
Bromley for 20 years and are known by everybody. That is why it is so hard to
get a community meeting at night, and during the day people are working.

There is no apartment that does not have three to four locks. Lots of tenants
who don't have much money, if they cannot get the B.H.A. to pay for steel doors,
go out and buy one themselves. A steel door costs $200.

PREPARED STATEMENT BENNETT S. GURIAN

When I first met with elderly living at Bromley Heath Housing Project in
Jamaica Plain about 3 years ago, I came as a psychiatrist and as the Director of a
Community Mental Health Program for the elderly. I asked that group of 70 or
80 elderly people what specific mental health services would be of greatest use to

'See prepared statement of Senator Brooke, pp. 409-410.
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them. There were many) smiles as I waited and listened and then one after the
other they said such things as "how about more locks on our doors?", or "can we

get more police protection for us?", or "Can you provide the safety for us to walk
from one building to another?", or "How about locks on our mailboxes so our wel-
fare checks aren't stolen?" Finally, one woman in her 70's summed it up by say-
ing "Doctor, we're afraid all the time. How can a person have mental health and
be afraid? t

Within that group it seemed tlfat"evfry other person began to tell me of how he
or she had heen beaten or robbed. AS data currently being.gathered bythe.Bo-
tLon teggarl.AssifstflandXe~roject1. knd'theiHar~4ar'd lEUfban' ZField §ervid i i tnd'iiitse
about 'o of all residents atythe Broniley-Heath-Projectghave been assaulted or
robbed within a 1-year peri'o~dd7 '.' . >''' 3 - '

We have listened to the eiderly and we have tried. to providela program at two
levels: first, to make 'qjuaiity m aentl heAltr 6car 'really'accessible to those already

suffrin emtionl-ilnes, ad~sconly, to invite the active..participatiom of the
suff eripg-emotional'illnesadecn
elderly thbmdie's in helping us to developeprograns, which are preventive in
ndture' Theseprograms deal with issues of powerlmsness, poverty, isolation, hop-
ger, and lack of safety. We have come to believe that these aspects of human suf-
fering relate in some way to the developfent ofsymptoms of anxiety, depression
confuslion and agitation. . .

;Large public housing in Boston has usually been ,built in already, existing
depressed-dreds where 6rime rates are high. To intentionally locate elderly in such
areas is to. set. them up to be victimized. Because of decreased mobility, slow

reactiqns, unsteady gait, inability'to defendthemselves, many elderly are easy
fargets for' assault, molestation and robbery. When this happens, the impact on
their lives too often is totally detructive. They may be pushed down and robbed..
The broken hip whichresults won't heal,-peneumonia develops and the patient
dies. The sudden trauma, the move'ment to hospitals, the swirl of. unfamiliar
people and places leads to profound confusion and perhaps even. psychosis. The
terror, and the re-living of the terror, and the anticipation of repeated terror is
all-consuming. If at the &ery least some personal possession is stolen, it is probably-
irreplaceable andtherefore a significant loss to one who has so little to begin with.'
There is. an overwhelming despair, a sense of helplessness and, arbitterness toward
our society which seems to. have some of: its roots, in the constant dehumanization
which confronts 'the elderly day and night.

Because so many. elderly residents in slum dwellings and public housing are
fealistically. afraid to leave their, apartments-many. who need health care will not
go to get it. For these frightened old people,. the last years of their lives are spent
in pain and mental anguish which might nave been spared them if early symptom
detection and, appropriate therapies had been possible *-

Though .the Housing Authority may- have rented to tenants capable of inde¶

penddnt living 10 or 15 years ago, as these people become older the. concentration
of medical and social problems in the public housing units dramatically increases.
Dr. Robert Sussman of the New York Dept. of Mental Health has. said .that the

elderly, residents. 5a're ofte~njust as ,epfeebled and unable to care for themselves.
as in anyo ofici ily-labeled institution (or the .aged." .. i -

Elderly 'people often do not see themselves, as "sick", but only as "old".
Dr. Carl Eisdorfer, Professor, ofPsychiatry at Duke University; has noted that
ffanV, severely ill elderly living alonei in the.communityidid 'not.ask fort hel,
because theyfelt,sickness was,to be expected in the later years of life.. ...

Future public housing for the elderly shouldkbe sited. where crime. rates are
low. Full use of consultation from-planners in urban design and gerontology should
precede the.'building',of. such dwellings. For the .Massachusetts fiderlyrpresently
livingjin the 14,718 househo;ds of public housing, the State:Task Force on Housing
urges that '-'the costs oftadequate protection; and security -devices should'be
accepted and ,considered as- part of, housing development, and maintenance ex-

penise" Other communlties are in fact beginnipg to make this sort of commitment:
For example, a New York University Research Team headed' by Dr. Oscar
Newman has undertaken a 3-year program with a 10 million dollar budget to

re-design seven New York City public housing projects for greater protection
against crime. ; ; .- 7 1,1- C *j IT-1

If we really mean that our 20 million elderly Americans have the right to spend
their last years of life with-dignify, we aniinot 'continue to support a system which
Works'to underminine §elf-steein&'-Radidal legislation and the intelligent expenditur 6

of lkage' amounts oaf 4pblic-fudnds are'crucial -toiur staied goat of -improving the
quality' of life for -our eldefrlV; "'Ho* canh there be mental health if *e'-aitcon
stantly afraid?" -. . . - I.
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CQLUMBIA POINT 7HEALTH ,(CENTEH 'RESEARCH AND lEVALUATION.:UNITINCIDENCE.
- 1 F,-INJURIES TABUES .:. i. .. ., ,-

' (See`tables, p. 455)'

-Wlkhat is being counted in the'tables?; -' - - -I

'The' tables' shoV essentially- two things in comparing thIe experience: of 'the
Columbia Point pVipulatibh WVith-that-of a, sample bf the U.S. populati6n'. 1: ,total
number of 'injuries of certain.:kindi for'each' pipulation-per yeai; 2.-nuirtiberhiof-
injuries per 100,-persons perijear.--..- . i- ; - .: ..: .--'-. -:

The tables do not show number of individuals who sustained injuries..
- How-was- the Coliumbia Pointdata collected?.: i i -! -.' I 1 _
" Each -tirne an ifijui'e'd:individual; was. treated -for- the first time at' Cdlumnbia-

Poirnt an encounter wasfilled ouitr'The form-,was.then- .k'eyipunched and the dalta:
entered 'into-'the dataipr66essing'systemrilThe computer *as programmed so that
6nly3the first time' the 'person-was treated fdr 'the- injury would -be:recorded. The
data was sorted by age of patient, type of injury, and whether or. not, the patient:
was a resident of the Columbia Point Housing D)evelopment.: The -Health Center
also treats people from another housing kroject. Their injuries were counted
separately and db not figure'into this presentation. i . . :.
- How was the comparative U.S. data collected?- . ' ' -' - '

The U.S. data was collected by U.S. Government Health Interview Survey
tehms froima- probability sample of the ciihlian, non institutional population from
42,000 households containing about 134,000 persons. The data, collected through-
out 1969,- reflects injuries-stistained in the-two weeks-prior- to the interview. The
U.S. population in 1969 was 197,422,000. - .

What was the p6 piulation-base used-for figuring~-'ut.iinjuries per 100 persons per
year?. - , - l , , , - - -

The Columbia Point figure represents-the size of -the population as counted- by
the, Columbia Point -Health- Center's data-processing system at the end. of the
year. This figure-appioximlates as accurately as it is possible the actual population
size since it is based on both Boston Housing Authority data and registration
data of families registered withi the -Columbia Point Health' Center.- The Health
Center 'registers only families officially living in the housing project. The Columbia
Point figure for December 31,-1971 was 5,576'- -' -i; ; - -i : . . -

Why is 1969 used'as the comparison year for- the United States -and not 1971? -
The data obtained is from- the National -Center- for .Health- Statistics which

muist carefully check'its data -and. refine it :prioi to 'general distribution. We' have
managed -to obtain- unpublished 'data on -medically- attended injuries. The .data is
collected every year, .but there is a lag in- reporting. - : ;- : . -' .

What about Columbia Point residents who do not get their injuries treated-at -Colum-
bia! Point-Health Cente ? - -i ' , r' .- ' ., I , - + - iT ,':, .- _- '., .,

--It is -estirnated o-n the basis -of -a separate study carried out -last summer that
in-addition-to-the 430-physician-visits-per 100-persons per year- carried;out at the
Columbia Point Health Center there were an additional 40.9 visits per'100 persons'
perlyear-for the'registered pYopulation rofithe' Health Center in Boston emergency
rooms-'6f those hospitals where residents-principallylgo-for attention. This represents'
an-aaditional 8.% of physician'utilization-,It can be dssumedtthat a certain propor-
tion of the emergency room utilization for:Columbia Point -residents had to do with-
injuries.- These are not included in- the -fid(res-presented in the'tables. X i '. -

iWh'at doe's the word. lincidence"'mean? - ), . - - -_ - -d, "

Incidence is a measure-ofthe nuniber of new cases counted for'a'given'population
in a specific time period. a'. - '- -- - ' ' A - 'I '- ' ' - '

What do the tables mean? ; - ,- .- - , ; ; - -

The tables show that for every1iOO-residents.living ini the-Coluimbia Point
housing project there were 36 injuries sustained on the average in 1971-. -This' means
that the odds for the average person beingi injured last year at Columbia Point
were roughly four in ten as opposed to the-odds for- the average U.S. citizens of
tx.'' in-ten.'The"odds for Columbia Point -children under 17 were much greater:
about fiv6e-in ten as opposed to the U.S. figure of 2½A-in 10:Old people (65-and over)
living at-Columbia-Point-haveithe'same chance of being injured as do children: five
out of every ten. . . :

The tables suggest that there is something very different about Columbia Point
ast..far asLiNJur-is, aretaoncerned -- aynbeitjhas something to- do.withl iviiKgdn.di:
tins5~e~l-s 6if ;u ydlcnrtr, alydosadeevtrmaybe .it -has.
something to do with the kind of people who live at Columbia Point. On close-
inspection of the tables it might be argued that the children at Columbia Point are
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mostly resbonsible for the odds quoted. Remember, however, that the rates for
Columbia Point children are being compared with the rates for U.S. children
which are so much lower so that the difference cannot be attributed to the condition
of being a child.

It might be argued that the rate has something to do with poor people and partic-
ularly the children of poor people being more accident-prone. The average injury
rate for injuries for people with incomes of under $5,000 in 1969 was approxi-
mately.23 per.100 persons and would be somewhat lower if only medically-attended
injuries were considered. It is unlikely that the condition of being a poor person
is responsible.

It is still a possibility that the kind of poor people that live in housing projects
are the kind who have more accidents than most. This could be true for the people
living atColumbia Point. One way of examining this further is to look at other than
quantitative evidence with respect to the people and the living conditions. Yet
another way would be to change the living conditions and observe if the accident
rates are altered.

Why are the rates for fractures and dislocations at Columbia Point lower than the
U.S. figures when all the other rates are higher?

Fractures and dislocations are not generally treated at the Columbia Point
Health Center. Therefore, this type of injury is not entered into the data process-
ing system.

Do the figures as they are presented tend to exaggerate the problem or are they on the
conservative side?

The figures. are being presented in as conservative light as possible for the fol-
lowing reasons:

1. The U.S. data reflects accidents occurring in motor vehicles, on the job, at
home, and elsewhere. The likelihood is that because Columbia Point is a neighbor-
hood health center the accidents occurred almost entirely in the housing project or
at a nearby shopping center. Since the Columbia Point data omits accidents oc-
curring elsewhere, this minimizes the difference between the Columbia Point and
U.S. rates.'

2. When the 1969 U.S. figures are compared with the 1961 and 1967 figures for
all injuries including the medically attended we see that the rates have trended
downward: 27.8, 1961; 26.8, 1967; 25.5,41969. Therefore, the U.S. rate projected
ahead to .1971 would be even lower than the one given for 1969. The lag in reporting
for the U.S. makes for the more conservative figure being advanced.

.3. The National Center for Health Statistics quotes two different kinds of rates
which .we might-have used: (a) medically attended but not activity restricting (re-
sults in a higher rate); (b) medically attended and activity restricting (results in a
lower rate).

Since our data processing results cannot tell us whether the injuries reported re-
sulted in restriction of activities, we had to choose the higher U.S. figures-
"medically attended but not activity restricting"-thus reducing the possible dif-
ferences between the Columbia Point and U.S. figures.

4. In the last official figures given for 1967 the Northeast had the lowest injury
incidence rates of all regions in the United States. Therefore, it cannot be said that
region is a factor explaining the higher Columbia Point rates compared to U.S.
rates since Columbia Point is located in the Northeast.

5. As noted previously there is a small proportion of Columbia Point residents
who are known to go to hospital emergency rooms for treatment. If this activity
were included, it would tend to increase the difference in rates.

What do "other current injuries" mean in the tables?
These include the following:

1.. Intracranial injuries without skull fracture;
2. Burns;
3. Adverse effects of substances.

What is meant by "adverse effects of substances"?
The National Center for Health Statistics publication on injuries' explain this

as follows: "Adverse effects often result from hypersensitivity of the individual to
a properly administered therapeutic or prophylactic product . . . (e.g.) vaccina-
tions and innoculations are most frequent'.

1 Types of Injuries: Incidence and Associated Disability 'United States-July 1965-
June 1967, National Center for Health Statistics, Series 10, No. 57, Public Health Service,
1969.
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What does the asterisk mean under the U.S. data for 65 and over?
Figure does not meet standards of reliability or precision, i.e., is too small to be

used statistically for a particular injury category but in the aggregate for all in-
juries for the elderly can be used.

STEPHEN BARAN, Ph.D.,
Senior Research Associate,
Columbia Point Health Center,

Dorchester, Mass.

NUMBER OF MEDICALLY ATTENDEDINJURIESPERIOOPERSONSPERYEARFORTHECOLUMBIAPOINT POPULATION,

1971, COMPARED WITH NUMBER OF MEDICALLY ATTENDED INJURIES PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR FOR THE
U.S. POPULATION, 1969

Under 17 17 to 64 65 and over

Columbia United Columbia United Columbia United

Point States Point States Point States

All injuries -49. 0 26.4 24.3 21.1 48.5 13.1

Fractures and dislocations -. 8 2.0 1.7 3.1 5.2 ()

Sprains and strains -5.0 2.8 5.2 4. 7 3.9 ()

Open wounds and lacerations -17.7 11.0 5.8 5.1 18.8 (1

Contusions and superficial injuries - 14. 0 4. 6 6.1 3. 8 11.5 ('9

Other current injuries -11. 5 6.0 5.5 4.4 9.1 ('9

Source of Columbia Point data: Year-end injury incidence data processing report.

Source of U.S. data: National Center for Health Statistics (unpublished).

MEDICALLY ATTENDED INJURIES PER 100 PERSONS FOR COLUMBIA POINT RESIDENTS IN 1971 COMPARED WITH

U.S. POPULATION IN 1969

[Percentage in excess for Columbia Point rates]

Columbia
Type of injury Point United States Percent excess

All injuries --------------- 38.2 22.2 72

Open wounds and lacerations . . . .12.7 6.8 87

Superficial injury and contusions -------- -- - - 10.5 4.0 163

Sprains and strains - - - - - -- - - 4.9 3.8 29

Burns --- - - - - - - 1.9 0.6 217

Note: Population, 5,576.

Source of Columbia Point data: Year-end incidence injury data processing report.

Source of U.S. data: National Center for Health Statistics (unpublished).



APPENDIX B
REPORT ON, CRIMES .COMMITTED. AGAINST.JTHE AGED

IN eFREESTANDING (APARTMENT 'BUILDINGS :, r2

- (Submitted-by -Dr-Ruth-Bennett--New-York-State-Department of-Mental-
Hygiene*)

- It is necessary to indicate' at.-thei outset that at the moment free-standing
apartments with no- gdards or aooriana are targets of crime, as are aged persons,
irrespective-of-whether-they live in wealthy-or poor-parts-of -town.- As an-illustra-
.tion of ani. incident in a wealthy part of town; let me describe the case of! M rs.
Bennett; -age-88-my husband's grandmother,-who--lives at 5 E. 63rd Strect. Ache
'was followed into her unattended building and. elevator a week ago,-y a ;worb'.n,
who tormented her.tby pushing all sorts of wrong elev'ator'..buttons and then
knocked her-pocketbook downi. She th'eh picked uip the money~ahd'frarnf 'ut'if ,th
elevator, leaving my husband'.s grandmother to' pick up- her things. Mrs Bemltt
has-been-tense-and-anxious and began- contemplating-a-move-to- live with her son-
outside Washington, thereby- having. to"give Up her 'wofk anid other- ties to':NeAv
York. A week later, still tense,-she'fell .off. the" curb near: her home6,'broke -a
pubic bone and is now in the hospital.
.,,The rest-of. the anecdotes' wereFeollected by graduate. students: who'served-as

volunteer Friendly Visitors in a-program-conducted for the aged in the Morning-
side Heights area, run by me and. my, research staff which is based at Teachers
College, Columbia Universitv'.-
- L-My visitecs,-M-Ar. C. and Mrs. G., have been chronic-victims--of crime-for-a

long time. Mr. C. repdfted& that he had been mugged twenty-one times on the
-strcet vhen he hadgone out to do errands. The fact that he is a sminl weak and
Cittei-rlk defeiiseless iman (his partial paral sis, right side, is, he believes, congenitalY
-makes this statistic particularly odious. His sister, (Mrs. G.) voluntarily cdnfi'ned
,to her room, has had the door of that room literally removed from its hinges by.,
drunk/doped inhabitanfs of the building seeking items to be converted -to. money
to support their addiction. The building is full of addicts of all kinds, and 'Mrs& G.
reported fi'xding one evening in the "community" bathroom at the end of 'the
hall a-man-who-had gone there to shoot up,-had miscalculated, -arid was -dead-of
an overdose.

M~r. C. and Mrs. G. have had literally every pawnable possession stolen-.all
that remains is a console television whose removal would require nothing short 6f
a block and tackle! They live in constant fear, never knowing whein the'next
attack will occur. They do not venture out into the hall at night, even to use the
bathroom, for they never know whom in what condition they will encounter.
Mrs. G., weak and frail, fears that a drunk or a junkie will stumble into here and
knock her down.

Mr. C., while ultimately eligible, refuses to use food stamps-he fears being
seen using them and becoming an even more desirable target, for food stamps are
more negotiable than social security checks. He does not receive welfare checks,
but he will not leave the building on the days they arc delivered, for he would be
mugged by someone making an erroneous assumption.

Mr. C. and Mrs. G. have lived in that building almost fifteen years, and origi-
nally it was a decent place. They did not anticipate the deterioration, but are
now trapped in it.

2. The sources of referral vary but I can tell you one thing which does not change
namely, the re-action of those whom we go to visit. Without exception, it is neces-
sary that we telephone before we visit or the door will not be opened. When there
is no telephone, we write or send a message through the person who called us. One
and all admit they are afraid to open the door unless they know who is outside.
My visits take me just about everywhere-from the Village up to 110 St., east side
and west-side-it is a regular part of the pattern here in the office, to have the old

See letter, pp. 409-409.
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people come-for food money because they were robbed, mugged, after they left the
bank where they cashed Social Security checks. Men and women share the same
fate.. . -;

In summary. the fear of the old-people is universal, real and pathetic. The stories
I hear indicate an element in our society which lives off the weak, old and helpless.
In-my actual "cases" I had a woman who has not spoken since she was robbed on
the street and'for whom a Home placement is now essential. I've replaced clothes
for men whose quarters were:ransacked.

3. During the course of the time of the F.V.P.'(Friendly Visitor Program) two
of the visitees related they were afraid to step outside their door at night for fear of
of being molested. They even hesitiate. to use the community lavatory facilities.

One visitee said she was sure there were "drunks'and' dope addicts" sleeping
in.the 'hallways, " Some times they sleepbright against my -door:" She declared she
would never open 'her. door after dark '. '

All' of the visitees' warned us (the Visitors) of the danger of being "mugged"
at any time but particularly at the'time the Social 'Security and welfare checks
were received -(The 3rd-5th of each month 'is when- thev are delivered).' Qn 'one
occasion when my companion and I were making our bi-weekly visits the police in
pairs warned us of the risk we were taking. They p-trol not only the area'but also
the buildings using walkie'talkies in doing so. ' - -

Food stamps, we were told, 'were Mhore sought after than 'checks, and those
holding them were the real objects of vulnerability. ' -

In some, if. not all cases; I'pe'rsonallV feel, these Senior Citizens are victimns of
exploitation, particularly from the' stand point of the mana'gers. 'Not only are the
rents exorbitant but the rooms and facilities are infested with vermin. Dark hall
ways and poor lighting in rooms make one shudder. These circumstances allure
undesirables to make havoc of the Senior residents.

4. Mrs. A. and Mrs. S. reported that a woman knocked on their door, said she
was an inspector for the Housing Authority, then asked for a donation (to chil-
dren's camp, or some such). When Mrs. S. and Mrs. A. got their purses to give her
money, woman apparently thus learned of location of purses, and managed to get
them and left with their wallets. Mrs. S. and Mrs. A. did inform local precinct of
thefts.

5. Among the many incidents I heard about are the following two, a frail old
lady suffering from heart condition and asthma, was knocked down at her own
apartment door, her purse and food taken, by two boys who had seen her come up
the elevator from shopping.

Another of the visitees in the Friendly Visiting Program told us of having gone
to have their social security checks cashed, and as they walked out on the street,
someone apprehended them and took every cent of their cash. There was a security
guard on the scene, but he did nothing to stop them.

6. This is a report from a Russian lady whom we visited once. She had been
attacked by two young men outside her seventh floor door as she was leaving to go
shopping. She was beaten, robbed and keys were stolen. She suffered several
months and has not gone out after the incident, depending upon another lady to
shop for her thereafter.

7. Whenever I visited, I would not bring my purse, just a change purse which I
kept in my zippered loose leaf note book in which I carried my questionnaires. We
were always observed by street characters and as an additional safety measure the
Sister I went with gave me a nun's pin to wear. Both of the elderly women I visited
spoke of their precautions too. They would not go to the bank on the day they
received their social security checks. Mrs. K. would wait 3 or 4 days while M\liss B.
would go to her nearby bank the following day after receiving her check. Both of
these ladies kept very little in their purses. They kept their shopping money in a
change purse, either on their persons or in their shopping bags.

8. All of my visitees were aware of the personal hazards "out there." They knew
little or nothing about current events but were aware of the current state of hazard
in the streets. All my visitees mentioned, at one time or another, that they never
went outdoors alone at night' and almost never alone in the day. They never
carried much money on their person when out on the streets, and only went to
certain streets. One lady, who was fearful anyway, never went outdoors except on
the roof-and she said it was because of crime.

9. Mrs. D., a 95 year old woman,.unusually alert, active and independent in her
own two-room apartment in a public housing development, had been the victim of
two muggings. Both attacks on her person were made within the halls of the
project. As a result of the first mugging made while MIrs. D. was getting her social
security check 'out of -the mailbox, Mrs. D. was knocked down and beaten. The
second mugging was done while Mrs. D. was putting her key into her apartment
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door prior to entering. Her handbag and all personal effects were taken including
the keys to her apartment. Fortunately this time she wasn't physically injured.
Needless to say, this woman lives in mortal fear of strangers of any age level.

Mrs. R., 81 years old, legally blind with enough sight to see objects, lives alone
and unattended in a flat whose two rooms house all "necessities." She lives in
mortal terror of her neighbors, one of whom was murdered outside her door last
year. The winding stairs of the 3 flight walk-up are a perfect setting for a mugging
and another murder. So this woman sits in one of the two neighborhood stores all
day until she has to return to the dungeon she calls home.

Mrs. H., 83 years of age, alert, active until mugged, an independent retired
nurse, is living alone in a tenement house in West Harlem for the last 40 years. She,
too, has been mugged in the last year. She was leaving the public housing project
after having visited her friend, Mrs. D. (above victim just described). A mugger
from behind knocked her over and broke her hip. Her six month stay in the hospital
had to be prolonged because there was no one at home to care for her. Some time
after this, a thief in the guise of a plumber, positioned her at the kitchen sink
while he feigned the need to go repeatedly from her apartment to her neighbors to
cut off water pipes. In the meantime he was robbing her bedroom clean of money
(saved to buy a badly needed rug), heirloom jewelry, food stamps, deeds to a
grave, keys to the apartment and identification papers. At Mrs. H.'s urging to
hurry up because her broken hip was bothering her (she told him how it happened!)
the "plumber" left-but not before he dropped a plastic mouth covering that was
probably intended to silence Mrs. H. if need be. The added fear that her "plumber"
would return kept her awake that night until she could get her lock changed.



APPENDIX C

STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT PLANNING AGENCY GRANT
APPLICATION, JERSEY CITY, N.J.*

(Under Public Law 90-351 as amended)

SECTION A

1. Type of Grant ( ) Planning (X) Action.
2. Type of Application (X) Initial ( ) Revision of Grant or Project No.
)Continuation of Grant No.

3. Short, Descriptive Project Title: Public Housing Security Program.
4. Applicant Unit of Government (State agency, county or municipality): City

of Jersey City.
5. Implementing Agency: Jersey City Police Department.
6. Project Address: 759 Montgomery St.
7. Project Duration (Requested starting and concluding dates): From Sept.

1972 to Sept. 1973.
8. Program Area (Number and Title) (For action grants only) --.
9. SLEPA Plan year under which this application is being made: 1972.
10. Project Director (Person directly responsible for project operations):

Name: Capt. Raymond Blasezak; Title: Commander of Housing
Security.

Address: 769 Montgomery St.; Telephone Number 433-2500.
11. Financial Officer of Unit of Government (if other, specify):

Name: Joseph Cahill; Title: Finance Director.
Address 280 Grove. St. (City Hall); Telephone Number 434-3600.

12. Description of Project (describe in detail on attachment 1).
13. Budget (see instructions-provideitemization as calledfor on attachment 2).

14.-TOTAL BUDGET COSTS SUMMARY

Source of funds Percent Amount

SLEPA (Federal) ----------------------- - ---------- 72 $153, 948State, local or other/in kind --- - -28 64,120State, local or other/cash. -
State buy-in (starting fiscal year 1973)I -- - -

Total-100 218,068

15. Estimate below the amount of SLEPA funds which will be required to
continue this project for the next two years. (This assumes a satisfactory evalua-
tion and that funds will be available and should not be construed as a commitment
for future funding).

1st continuation -$120, 000
2d continuation.- 100, 000

., . ~~~~~~~I
ATTACHMENT 1

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
I. The pioblem

The Jersey City Housing Authority is responsible for supplying public housing
to approximately 14,500 residents of Jersey City. The agency employs approx-
imately 200 people to manage and provide maintenance for the public housing.

*See statement of William MIacchi, pp. 430-441.

(459)
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A number of employees are being added under the Emergency E mployment Act
(EEA).

Housing Authority: Employees
Project managers --- 6
Cashiers --- 9
Clerk and typists - - '_ = --- -- 9
Mlaintenance (assigned to specifid'pIojects) - 124
Central maintenance- _- = = . - - -;27

.'No tdclhnical *j - ' : ' _ '_ i' _ - - 22
Technical f -ATI---- --'-----=,--------Technical------; ~4

Legal 1

Total (as of March 1971)- - 202
EEA: .. I

General 50
Guards (approximate) -- * ' - - 30

- -The Housing Authority projects provide living quarters for over 3800 farinilies.
The nature of these projects, they are all low income, insures that the-tenants will
often be members 'of the "other 'Akmerica"-those who, have not" received the
mnaterial'and economic benefits "offered by our society.'It is in r ptojects.that
our middle class societal outcasts are concentrated. The unerpldyed, the un-
educated, addicts, black Welfare mothers,' the Spanish-spetaking and in ;great
numbers, the children of all these representatives of the bottoh of the ecofiomic
spectrum live together in an' other than blissful'state. Social disorganization
reigns.

Generally, it is areas such- as these that contain and spawn the apodern urban
criminal. -Unless we aneY'Willing td'ee' the residents of these projects. live with a
svsteni of "wild west justice" we must'provide a special police, presence.

In all there are 8 low income, public housing projects in Jersey City. In'addition
there is a scatter site, leased housing program involving over 200 units.'

(1) Lafayett' Gardens is located at 5il' Grand St;, it was' first occupied in 1941.
It includes 13 three story apartmentfbuildings. There are 41 entrances' td these
buildings. There-are 490 renital units ranging in size from 312 to 512 rooms each.

At the end of 1971, 484 of the rental units were occupied. Blacks were living in
479 of these units, 4 were occu'pied 'by, white's, and there was one Puerto Rican
family. -All four of the-white units and-129-of -the black units-were leased to residents
classified as elderly. There were 28 male and 67 female senior citizens in residence.
-T-here-were -1398-residents-under-the-age-of 25. - -

Blac. Spanish-American . White

Ages Male Female Male Female Male Female

12and-under -: : -: - 447 471 0 4 0 0
13 to 17 ------------------ ----- ------- 203 189 0 2 0 . 0
18 to 24 : - - -- 43 39 0 0 O.. 0

(2) Marion Gardens is located at' 9 Dales Avenue. It was first.occupied in 1942.
There are 15 three story buildings with a total of 39 entrances. There are 461
rental units which range-in size from-three to six -and-one-half rooms: However,
70 of these units are unoccupied. -- - -

The racial make up of the lessees of these units is: six white; 373 black; 12
Spanish-American. Four of the white lessees and 28 of the black are elderly.

There are 1320 residents under the age of 25.

" - ' 'Black Spanish-American White

Ages Male Female-- Male Female - Male'. Female

12 and under - - - .379 431 28 45 4 3
13to17 - : 150 168 4 5 3. - 3
18to24 --- ---------------------- 53 44 I 0 0 .1
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* (3) The Booker T. IFVdshington Apartments and Annex is located at 200 Colden
St. in Jersey City. This project was opened in 1943. There are nine buildings
with a total of 24 entrances. There are 314 rental units ranging in size from three
to six and one-half rooms.

All the tenants in this project are black: There are 62 elderly; 17 male and
45 female.
- There are- 1012 r-sideitshuderFthe-hg~eof~257 - -

-_ Black Spanish-American White

Ages -Male Female Male Female Male Female

12 and under- :-:-: 267 289 0 0 0 0
13 to 17 :------1t45 161- O- O 0 0
18 to 24 ----------------- ----- -7 85 65 0 0. 0.. 0

* (4), Hudson Gardens is located at .514 Newark-Ave. It, was opened in 1943.
There are six, three story buildings with a total of 20 entrances. There are 222
rental units ranging in size:from three to six anid one-half rooms each. -

Two hundred and six of the units are leased to white tenants, 12 are leased to
blacks, and four to Spanish Americafts. . I

One hundred and fifteen of these units are leased-to-people characterized as
elderly. There are 47 male and 105 female senior citizens.

There are 207 tenants under the age of 25.

- 1- - s - - , ,- -, ~Black Spanish-American White

Ages ----Male-- -Female -Male-- Female Male-- - Female

12 and under - - - - , 4 0 4 43 .30
13 to 17 - : - 3 1 1 2 31- `25
18.to.24 2---------- - - --- - 0 - -I --- -I _ 31 - 19

* 0 - - , . ' : .. - .
(5) Holland Gardens is located at 241-16th Street. It was opened in 1944.

There are five, three story buildings with a total of 14 entrances. There are 191
rental units ranging in size from three to six and one-half rooms.

One hundred and forty seven of these units ard leased to Whites, 15 to black,
and 29 to Spanish Americans. Seventy one of the units are-leased to the elderly.
There are 18 male senior citizens and 58 femnale.

There are 451 tenants under the age of '2.5' ' :

Black Spanish-American . White

Ages Male Female Male Female Male' Female

12 and under -- 20 10 25 25 110 90
13 to 17 7 13 7 20 14 55 45
18 to 24-- 4 2 2 .1 5. 3

(6) Montgomery Gardens is located at 563 M1ontgomery.St. It was opened in
1953. There are six, ten story buildings. There are 451 rental units ranging in
size from three and one-half to six and one-half rooms. s.. .

Ninety five units are rented to whites, 262 to blacks, and 89 to Spanish Ameri-
cans. One hundred and thirty nine of the units are leased,to tenants classified
as elderly. There are 31 male and 91 female senior citizens:

There are 1006 tenants under the age of 25.

Black Spanish-American White

Age Male Female Male Female Male Female

12 and under 151 210 48 72 55 66
13 to 17 88 102 21 30 24 31
18 to 24 --- -------- ------------------ 22 30 12 17 10 17
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(7) The. A. Harry Moore Apartments are located at 324 Duncan Avnue. Thev
were opened in 1954. There are seven, 12-story buildings. There are 664 dwelling
units ranging in size from 31,¼ to 6¼;, rooms.

There are 41 male and 103 female senior citizens.
There are 2163 tenants under the age of 25.

Black Spanish-American White

Age Male Female Male Female Male Female

12 and under -- - -- ---- 547 618 73 72 102 106
13 to 17 --- 178 135 29 18 53 63
18 to 24 --- 48 39 11 10 33 28

(8) The Currie Woods apartments are located at 61 Merritt St. They were opened
in 1958. There are seven buildings; two are 12 stories and five are 13 stories. There
are 712 rental units ranging in size from three and one-half to six and one-half
rooms.

Four hundred and fifty-five units are leased to white tenants; 234 to blacks,
and 11 to Spanish American.

Three hundred and twelve of the units are leased to tenants classified as elderly.
There are 84 male and 241 female senior citizens.

There are 1344 under.the age of 25.

Black Spanish-American White

Age Male Female Male Female Male Female

12 and under 225 275 6 8 110 90
13 to 17 117 83 4 8 119 100
18 to 24 , 50 42 4 3 45 55

Crime and vandalism occurs in all of these projects but in some it is rampant.

III

Crime statistics are notoriouslh inaccurrate. This results from a number of
factors one of which is a citizens failure to report a crime due to his belief that
the police can do nothing to help him. This lack of faith in the police probably
exists to a greater extent in public housing then in any other area of Jersev City.
The following are reported Part I crimes for 1971 occurring in public housing.

Murder: 6.
Rape: 6.
Robbery: 73.
Assault: 26.
Breaking and entering: 52.
Larceny: 52.
Auto theft: 109.

It must be emphasized that these statistics do not even approach a true picture
of the existing crime problem. The one crime statistic which is generally ac-
knowledged to be the most accurate is murder: in 1971 there were 40 murders
in Jersey City, six of them occurring in the housing projects. Therefore, approxi-
anately 12% of the city's murders occurred on property occupied by 4% of the
population. This is a fair indication of the disproportionate amount of crime
occuring in public housing.

On September 17, 1971 the police opened a substation in the A. Harry Moore
Project. Since that date a record has been kept in the substation of all reported
crimes. Even these statistics are untrustworthy for several reasons:

(1) Many residents are afraid to enter the substation and report a crime for
fear of reprisals.

(2) Many residents are without telephones.
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(3) The substation is not readily accessible to the public and has not been
successful in restoring residents' faith in the police.

The reported crime rate for A. Harry Moore between September 17, 1971 and
August 11, 1972 is:

Robbery: 32.
Breaking and entering: 40.
Assault: 8.
Larceny: 7.
Auto theft: 4.

One of the more serious and depressing aspects of this problem is the extent
of victimization of the elderly. As noted above there are a number of elderly
people living by themselves in the various projects. These people are almost
helpless in the face of young criminals. As an example, 24 of the 32 robberies at
A. Harry Moore involved-victims who were over 60 years of age.

The extent of property damage due to vandalism is a telling indicator of the
extent of lawlessness in the projects. For example, the cost of damage to elevators
due to vandalism at the three high-rise housing sites totaled over $400,000.00 for
1971. The amount of vandalism has very far reaching effects. For one thing it
discourages the Housing Authority from making capital improvements.-

IV

The Jersey City Police Department is quick to recognize its obligation to
supply protection to the public housing projects. In fact, the department has
projected that it will spend over $500,000 to supply such protection in 1972.

The problem iwvith the present police operations in the project is that they are
handled within the existing. precinct system; the projects are policed by the
patrol force of the precinct in which they are located. This practice is ineffective.
The projects need special attention. The demand for service throughout the
entire geographic area of a precinct is too great for the patrol force to devote
the attention needed in the projects.

To correct' this there is a need for a special force which operates exclusively
within the projects. The pressure placed oa precinct captains to cover the entire
area of their command cannot operate to deplete such a special force which is
independent of the precinct structure.

To a large extent the situation in the public housing projects can be improved
by the presence of a protective deterrent force. Security guards with limited
powers and duties can supply the bulk of the needed security services.

The problems of life in public housing will not be solved by a securitv program,
no matter how effective it may be. However,. effective security and policing is an
immediate need and a necessary first step in an overall improvement program.

GOALS

This program is designed to increase security for the housing projects in a pro-
fessional manner but at the same time keep funding needs to a minimum. The
use of existing manpower and resources will be stressed.

A goal will be the curtailment of crime and vandalism in the housing projects
with special emphasis on high crime projects.

The need for tenant cooperation will be stressed; community relations will be
an important concern of this program.

It is hoped that men employed as EEA guards will become attracted to police
work and seek employment as regular officers. Minority recruitment is a serious
need in Jersey City and many of the EEA guards are members of a minority
group.

The primary goal of this program is to improve living conditions in the projects.
This will be done by lessening the climate of fear existing in the projects, espe-
cially among the elderly; by lessening the cost of damage due to vandalism thereby
enabling the Housing Authority to expand a greater portion 'of. its budget on
capital improvements; and by encouraging the federal'government to appropriate
modernization funds to improve the design of the projects thereby enabling se-
curity guards'to operate more effectively..
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I

ACTIVITIES

The manpower for this special police force mill come from three sources:
(l) Under the Emergency Employment Act Jersey City has established 21

positions for housing guards. The EEA housing guard program has been
operating for a number of months now and has been ineffective. The major
defect in this program has been the lack of adequate supervision. To correct
past problems the program will begin again from scratch. The guards will
receive special training at the police academy and be given direct field super-
vision by regular city police officers. The EEA guards receive approximately
$.5,500.00 per year.

(2) A new force of housing security guards will be employed. The force will
be recruited, screened, and trained by the Jersey City Police Department. The
police will also provide direct field superVision. Each guard will receive a
salary of $8,000.00. Such a salary is necessary to recruit the caliber of man
needed. This salary will also serve to motivate the lower paid EEA guards
since they will be eligible for promotion as positions become available. In fact,
an attempt will be made to identify several of the present EEA guards who
have demonstrated ability and dedication and immediately place them in
some of these new positions.

(3) The Jersey City Police Department will assign .men to supervise this
force. The overall commander will be Capt. Raymond Blazack who has more
experience than any officer in policing the housing projects. Operating under
him and providing field supervision will be one lieutenant, one sergeant, and
eight policemen.

The total size of the force will be 38 men. All '&ilidVotci full time.to this project
except Capt. Blazack who will also continue his prelinct duties.

It should be emphasized that, the! purpose of 's5ec~uity guards assigned &o these
residential areas is to provide deterretnt'pirotection fron.crime thereb3Fprpioti g
a feeling of community security. This is distinct from~ the puirpose of regularmunic-
ipal police who' in' addition- V6serving at dt'erreit 'fubctionmust also activelv
seek to apprehend suspected crini ndl. A' guard's 'diutji6 db hot include invetiga-
tion of crime and apprehension of criminals.' Thismfa~ctor, theirefore, is crucial to the
deployment of the guards and their relationship t o-thd'rfeguilla'rcity.police officers.
The police patrolmen assigned to this projet serv6 a dual purpose: fir'st they pro-
vide supervision for the security gtiardh aid, .in addition, they perforrm the role of
municipal police ofcerwhich include hensionand invesigation-as well as
deterrence. s a a

The EEA guards will merely have civilian arrest powers but the six new housing
guArds'will be given the powers of special policemen'.'

Specialized training will be an important component of this program.
The police patrolmen assigned to supervise the guards will be given a two to

three day program on leadership, and supervision which is regularly-given~to police
sul)erior.officers. This ivill be conducted at the Jersey City Police Academy.

All the guards will participate in a training course conducted. at the academy.
This course is being formulated, with the assistance of:,the Center for Residential
Security Design and Mir. Leonard Harrison-of. the -New Jersey. Police Training
Commission.. It will last four weeks and include self. defense, criminal law, com-
mniunity relations, drug abuse'education andQther,topics relevant to the function
fulfilled by security guards.a . ;,;. . .. . ...

The recomiinendations in regard to- thle operation of th'e security guairds. A'hid
their. relationship to .the police department. contained in a study to.be prepard'd by
Oscar Ne'wrmaln will be implemented upon completion pf that"study. .-

Prior to that the day to day 6peratioh of this unitmviillbe left to Capt. Blazulk's
judgeme'n't. However a general outline of these' oerations can be described.

' First, it nmust be recognized that this'force is" not-lar'ge enough to provide 24
hour protection' at all public housing sites seven days'per ivWek. 'anpower must be
concentrated 'during high crime hours' and placed in ,thermore difficult' locations
In any event, with rare exceptions such exte'nsive coverage should be unnecessary.
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Initially the force may be divided into four components:

(1) Two police officers and the six housing guards will work together in the
A. Harry Moore project. They will take over a police substation located in
one of the buildings. The guards are essentially a deterent force; each will be
equipped with a walkie talkie and should trouble arise they will be directed
to call their police supervisors for assistance. The lieutenant and segeant will
have their office at the police facility in the project.

(2) The other three forces will share the EEA guards and each will have two
police officers assigned to it. Two of these forces may be permanently assigned
to the remaining hi-rise projects: Currie Woods and Montgomery Gardens.
The last group will be mobile and able to patrol the grounds of the other
projects. For the most part the EEA guards will work in pairs. Each pair will
have a walkie talkie. This will enable them to summon their police super-
visors should the need arise and will also enable the police to better supervise

.,the guards. Again, it must be stressed that the eventual optimum deploy-
ment of this force will be determined by Newman's study and the imple-
mentation of design modifications and improvements with "modernization"
funds.

- ~~~~~~~~III
Community relations will be a paramount concern of this force.
A representative will attend all Tenant Council meetings in projects where the

force operates. There will be a close liaison with the new neighborhood police-
community relations program operating in the project area. This program is de-
scribed in a seperate application now begging processed. A representative of the
housing security force will attend the police-community council meetings for the
neighborhood. Where possible these meetings might occasionally occur in a
housing project.

-At this -point the police department is considering plans to establish a true
"team police" program in a demonstration neighborhood. An -area encompassing
several prcjects is receiving serious consideration.

These~guards will not be armed with nor allowed to'carry'guns, knives, or any
other such weapons.

Another important feature of this program is that it will be used to help minority
group members qualify for the regular police force. The police department will
make every effort to assist the EEA guards to meet the civil service requirements
for police officers. For instance the men will'be encouraged to secure a high school
equivalency degree and also will be coached prior to the civil' service test.

' V "." .IV
- i 4,;.- 7 IV '.

The most significant aspect of this program will be the preparation of a study bY
the Center for Residential Security Design headed by Oscar Newman. The purpose
of this study will be to suggest design improvements to the projects themselves
which will upgrade security. These designs will also enable guards to operate more
effectiively:nSuggesti6ns will b5e made as to how security'guard& can' b&'nios~teffec-
tively employed. The. Department of Housing and'2Urban !Deveo'opmeiet -Will be
requested to provide modernization funds to .iiiiplhinmnt-the suggested'ipiliro've-

met:':-z~,.. -, . .- . i -!. ., i IJ . , -, i,. -: * S .e
Security guards working at public housing sites can be deployed in a nunil5ef'of

waysie.g:, as;d6oriien; as stationary-guards in-centraltpolibcehut;'a'64~s patrol
guards. ;Theyi can also makezuseiof differeiht type's ofelectronic 'equipment: To'
large extent' the design, of the buildings and rohinds 'de~teriines the' fmiot effdbtivd
deployment-of security'guards and se'of'e'quip ment Theltudy prop6secninithi§
program will examine-the'phvsical'design of eadhthoising site suggesting improvce-
ments and fitting~the use of 'mennand' equipment-tolthe-individual site'. " * .

PROJECT 'MXNAGFiMENT

\ As'indicated,'this project will'be'supervised'by the Jeksevi City Police Depart-
ment. The Jersey City Housinkg.'Authority'vwill' 'give 'its" full- aiid complete
cooperation.
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The project director, Capt. Raymond Blazack will report directly to the policechief.
The guards in this program will report to the patrolmen supervising their unit.

PERSONNEL

At present 19 of the 21 EEA guard positions are filled. The six housing guardsare still to be hired. An active recruiting drive will begin upon approval of thisapplication.
Names and resumes of the police superiors assigned to this project will besupplied upon approval of this application at which time a selection will be made.

JOB SPECIFICATIONS

The housing guard positions will be filled by residents with a minimum of two
years of high school credit between the ages of 21 and 31 years old. A specialeffort will be made to attract black citizens since the area in which they will workis largely populated by blacks.

PARTICIPATING AGENCIES

(1) The Jersey City Police Department.
(2) The Police-Community Relations Unit.
(3) The Jersey City Housing Authority.

EVALUATION

Crime in the housing projects is grossly underreported. Therefore, any evalua-tion based on this reported rate could prove misleading. Actually, if this program
is successffl and more residents begin to have confidence in the police the reportedcrime rate should go up.

A thorough evaluation can be conducted by surveying residents of the housingprojects; Questionaires will be designed to determine whether residents do livemore safely as a result of this guard force. Special attention.will be paid to thesenior citizens living in these projects; these people are frequently the victims ofserious crime. "Work-study" students will be used to conduct surveys.
A decrease in the cost of damage resulting from vandalism will also be, to someextent, an indicator of the success of the program.
Hopefully this program may also interest minority group members in policework. Success or failure in this area will be easy to observe.
Part of the community relations effort will be directed at influencing some of theyoung drug addicts residing in these projects to enter a treatment program.This will be another observable index of success.

ALTERNATIVE METHODS

The alternative which high police officials here believe to be the only solution,
is-to hire 30 additional regular policemen to patrol these projects. Such a programwould cost approximately $800,000.00.

Another solution suggested only half in jest is the activation of the National
Guard.

The solution to the police problem in these projects will not be found in SLEPAgrants nor in the Jersey City Police Department. Local police, even with somefederal assistance, should not be held responsible for enormous police problems
resulting from the concentration of underprivileged citizens in uncivilized housing.The Department of Housing and Urban Development is responsible for thehousing projects. HUD should assume responsibility for providing security withinthe projects.

ASSUMPTION OF COSTS

Hopefully, HUD will recognize an increased responsibility in this area. If not,revenue sharing may be the eventual source of funds.
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APPLICANT JERSEY CITY-ATTACHMENT 2

SECTION A-ITEM 13. BUDGET DETAIL (ESTIMATE)

Cash match

State
buy-in

pre-
vision

In-kind, (starting
Current SLEPA State, State, fiscal

Percent anneal (Federal) local, locsl, year ProjectCost element of time salary share ether ether 1973) tc
A. Salaries and wages:

1. Regularlaw enforcement person-
nel (see instructions):

Position:
Ipolice captain 25 $17,419 $4,355I police lieutenant .- - 100 15, 317 --4 - -- 15, 317 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8 police patrolmen - 100 11,112 $44, 44 44, 448 -Fringe benefits - - - (12, 060)2. All other staff:

Position:
6 housing guards- - 100 7,500 45, 00021 EEA guards (funded

under another Fed-
eral program) - 100

Subtotal, salaries -89, 448 64,120 - - - -- 153, 608Sebtotal, fringe boo-

Fringe benefits at 20 percent -- -12, 060 -- --

Total salaries -110,508 64,120 -- 174,668
B. Consultants:

1. Individual consultants (list by
individual or type with fee
basis and amount of time
devoted).

2. Contracting or service organiza-
tions and associations (list
each by type with fee basis
and amount of time devoted.)

(a) Stevens Institute of
Technology psycho-
logical testing service …- 350

(b) Center for residential
security design-
Oscar Newman 10 to
15 days $2,500;
Barry Hersh 30 to 35
days $2,000; 2 re-
search associates 40
days each $4,000.
There are additional
costs for overhead,
secretary, travel and

* printing -15, 000 -15, 350
Total consultants -15, 350 -

C. Travel, transportation, subsistance
(itemize).

D. Office supplies, postage, printing, etc.
(itemize).

Total office supplies-

E. Facilities, office space, utilities, equip-
- ment rental (itemize).

Total facilities --- - --- ---

F. Equipment (itemize):
I police van with radio - -4,500
Uniforms and equipment for 6

guards at $175 - ----- ----------- 1,050 --------------------25 W alkie talkies at $900 ----------------------------------------

Total equipment - 28,050 -- 28,050
G. Indirect costs.

Total indirect -------------- -----------------------------------------------------------

Total projects costs -153,908 64,120 218, 068
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BUDGET EXPLANATION

A. The fringe benefits paid to the police officers who make up the local matching
funds are not included since thev are not necessary.

The cost of fringe benefits for each police officer amounts to $3,015. per year:

Pension (15 percent)- $1, 666. 00
Uniform allowance -- 300. 00
Health insurance -------------------------- 471. 00
Social security (5.2 percent) -- 57. 00

Total -3, 015. 00

The benefits for the housing guards will include social security and health
insurance.

B. An MMPI will be administered to each candidate for a housing guard posi-
tion prior to employment. These tests will be scored and evaluated at $15.00
each. Should this test reveal potential deviance provision has also been made for
a full battery of testing by Stevens Institute in several cases.

F. Uniforms and Equipment for Guards:
2 short-sleeve shirts -------- $14. 00
2 long-sleeve shirts --------------------------- 14. 00
Pants (summer) .-- 00
Pants (winter) ------------------------------- 25. 00
Badge ----------------- 7. 50
Tie ----------------------------- - 2.00
Whistle and chain -- 2. 00
Flashlight -- 3. 00
Raincoat ---------------------------- 20. 00
Hat -------------------------------- 7. 00
Topcoat ------------------------------ 50. 00

Total - ---------------------------------------- 162. 50

Walkie-talkie: One for each housing guard (6); one for each patrolman (8);
and one for every pair of EEA guards (11); total, 25.

The van will provide the guard force with some mobility. This will enable a
group of guards to cover more than one project in a single tour.

ATTACHMENT 3

STATE OF NEW JERSEY, SLEPA NONSUPPLANTING CERTIFICATION

Name and Address of Sub-Grantee: City of Jersey City; Date: August 4, 1972
City Hall, 280 Grove St., Jersey City, N.J.

The mayor of Jersey City herewith certifies that Federal funds (will be) used to
increase State and/or local funds that would, in the absence of such federal aid, be
made available for law enforcement and administration of criminal justice, and
that expenditures for law enforcement and administration of criminal justice, for
the period August 1972 to August 1973 will be or were at least as great as for the
preceding year plus the average annual increment in such expenditures for the
past (X) two ( ) three ( ) four ( ) five years.

(Detail below the prior annual expenditures and the current budgeted amounts
for law enforcement and administration of criminal justice. Use the number of
base years checked above)

19 19 19 1971 1972 Current.

$ $ $- $12,417,000 $12,892,000.

By (Signature) _ Title: Mayor - -

SECTION B

1. Authorization to proceed with this law enforcement project is requested.
2. Acceptance of conditions-The undersigned agrees, on behalf of the appli-

cant agency, that:
(a) It is expressly agreed that this project will meet the requirements of the

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-351, Stat. 197) as
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amended by the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1970 (P.L. 91-644, 84 Stat. 1880)
hereafter referred to as the Act, and all administrative regulations established by
the Federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) and the New
Jersey State Law Enforcement Planning Agency (SLEPA).

(b) The subgrant award shall be subject to and will be administered in con-
formity with the (i) General Conditions Applicable to Administration of Grants
under the Act, (ii) Conditions Applicable to the Fiscal Administration of Grants
under the Act and (iii) Any Special Conditions contained in the grant award.

(c) The subgrant award may be terminated or fund payment discontinued by
the State Law Enforcement Planning Agency when in its opinion a substantial
failure to comply with the provisions of the Act or any regulations (SLEPA
or Federal) promulgated thereunder, including these subgrant conditions has
occurred.

(d) In addition, the subgrant may be cancelled under the following conditions:
(i) If a project has not commenced within 60 days after the acceptance of

the grant award, the subgrantee will report by letter the steps taken to
initiate the project, the reasons for delay, and the expected starting date.

(ii) If, after 90 days after acceptance of the award the project is not opera-
tional, a further statement on implementation delay will be submitted by the
subgrantee to SLEPA. Upon the receipt of the 90-day letter SLEPA may
cancel the project, and redistribute the funds to other project areas. SLEPA,
where warranted by extenuating circumstances, may request approval from
the LEAA Regional Office to extend the implementation date of the project
past the 90 day period.

(e) Reports shall be submitted at such times and in such form as may be
prescribed by SLEPA including monthly financial reports, quarterly narrative
reports, interim evaluation reports and final financial and narrative reports.

(f) Applicants will make available and expend from non-federal sources as
needed, adequate resources for meeting matching requirements as specified in
the Act.

(g) Where activities supported by this grant produce original books, manuals,
films* or other copyrightable material, the grantee may copyright such, but
SLEPA reserves a royalty-free, non-exclusive and irrevocable license to reproduce,
publish, and use such materials, and to authorize others to do so. SLEPA also
reserves the right to require the grantee not to publish, and the grantee thereupon
shall refrain from publishing, any material, whether copyrighted or not, that
SLEPA shall designate. However, such right shall not be exercised unreasonably.
Any publication by the grantee shall include, on the title page, a standard dis-
claimer of responsibility by SLEPA for any opinions or conclusions contained
therein.

(h) If any discovery or invention arises or is developed in the course of or as a
result of work performed under this grant, the grantee shall refer the discovery
or invention to the SLEPA, which will determine whether or not patent protection
will be sought, how any rights therein, including patent rights, will be disposed of
and administered, and the necessity of other action required to protect the public
interest in work supported with federal funds, all in accordance with the Presiden-
tial Memorandum of October 10, 1963, on Government Patent Policy.

(i) Discrimination will be prohibited in that:
(1) No person shall, on the grounds of race, creed, color or national origin,

be excluded from participation in, be refused the benefits of,'or be otherwise
subjected to discrimination under grants awarded pursuant to the Act or
under any project, program or activity supported by this grant. The grantee
must comply with the provisions and requirements of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and regulations issued by the Department of Justice and
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration thereunder as a condition
of award of federal funds and continued grant support. As required by Sec-
tion 518(b) of the Act, this grant condition shall not be interpreted to require
the impostition in grant-supported projects of any percentage ratio, quota
system, or other program to achieve racial balance or eliminate racial im-
balance in a law enforcement agency.

(2) There shall be no discrimination against any employee engaged in the
work required to produce the services covered by this subgrant or against
any applicant for such employment because of sex, race, creed, color, national
origin or ancestry. This provision shall include, but not be limited to the
following: employment upgrading; demotion; transfer; recruitment or recruit-
ment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of com-
pensation; and selection for training including apprenticeship.
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(3) The parties to this subgrant do hereby agree that the provisions of
N.J.S.A. 10:2-1 through 10:2-4, dealing with discrimination in employment
on public contracts, and the Rules and Regulations promulgated pursuant
thereto, are hereby made a part of this sub-grant and are binding upon them.

(j) Title to property acquired in whole or in part with grant funds in accordance
with approved budgets shall vest in the grantee subject to divestment at the
option of SLEPA (to the extent of LEAA contribution toward the purchase
thereof) exercisable only upon notice within 90 days after the end of the grant period
or termination of the grant. Grantees shall exercise due care in the use, mainte-
nance, protection and preservation of such property during the period of project
use.

(k) No contract or agreement may be entered into by the grantee for execution
of project activities or provision of services to a grant project (other than purchase
of supplies or standard commercial or maintenance services) which is not incor-
porated in the approved proposal or approved in advance by SLEPA. Any such
arrangements shall provide that the grantee will retain ultimate control and
responsibility for the grant project and that the contractor or subgrantee shall
be bound by these grant conditions and any other requirements applicable to the
grantee in the conduct of the project.

(I) Except as specifically approved in writing by the State Law Enforcement
Planning Agency, expenditures for planning services and assistance by non-
governmental agencies under contract may not exceed 33% percent of total
allowable project expenditures and will comply with applicable State policy and
procedures concerning contract procrement.

(m) Procedures will be established which assure proper disbursement of, and
accounting for grant funds and required non-federal expenditures (if any) that
meet the requirement of the State of New Jersey to the federal government as
specified in the Act.

(n) Accounting procedures provide for an accurate and timely recording of
receipt of funds by source, of expenditures made from such funds, and of unex-
pended balances. Controls will be established which are adequate to ensure that
expenditures charged to subgrant activities are for allowable purposes and that
documentation is readily available to verify that such charges are accurate.All
required records will be maintained until an audit is completed and all questions
arising therefrom are resolved, or five (5) years after completion of a project,
whichever is sooner.

(o) All payments made to the sub-grantee under this grant will be recorded by
the subgrantee in acconting records separate from all other fund accounts,
including funds derived from other grant awards. Amounts paid shall be available
for expenditure by the sub-grantee in accordance with the provisions of the sub-
grant throughout the project period subject to such conditions as the State Law
Enforcement Planning Agency may prescribe.

(p) Funds granted may be used only for the purposes required to carry out the
approved project and identified in the approved project budget. Except when
specifically approved in writing by the State Law Enforcement Planning Agency,
funds transferred between budgetary categories may not exceed 10 percent of total
allowable expenditures.

(q) All interest or other income earned by the grantee with respect to grant
funds or as a result of conduct of the grant project (sale of publications, registration
fees, service charges on fees, etc.) must be accounted for. Interest on grant funds
must be returned to LEAA by check payable to the United States Treasury, and
other income should be applied to project purposes or in reduction of project costs;
provided, however, that if the grantee is a unit of government, the grantee shall not
be accountable for interest earned on grant funds pending their disbursement or
actual application for project purposes.

(r) All income from other sources, such as contributions, donations or funds
from other grant programs, must be accounted for and reported to the Agency.

(s) With respect to indirect costs charged by local government subgrantee, as
an in-kind match, no charges on the basis of previously established fixed rates or
negotiated lump sum amounts may be allowed without prior submission to any
approval by LEAA, except that fiat amounts not in excess of 10% of direct labor
costs or 5 % of total projects costs may be allowed by SLEPA as a predetermined
rate based on general experience with respect to minimum overhead support
levels required for governmental agency operation. (Where flat rates are accepted
in lieu of actual indirect costs, subgrantees may not also charge expenses normally
included in overhead pools, e.g., accounting services, legal services, building
occupancy and maintenance, etc., as direct costs.)
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(0 Grant funds may not, without advance written approval by the SLEPA
be obligated prior to the effective date or subsequent to the termination date of
the grant period. Obligations outstanding as of the termination date shall be
liquidated within 90 days. Such obligations must be related to goods or services
provided and utilized within the grant period.

(u) Funds that remain unobligated at the end of the Fiscal Budget Period shall
be returned to SLEPA within sixty (60) days after the end of such budget period.

(v) SLEPA or any of its duly authorized representatives, shall have access for
purpose of audit and examinations to any books, documents, papers, and records
of the grantee, and to relevant books and records of sub-grantees and contractors,
as provided in Section 521 of the Act.

(w) Subgrant expenditures must be reduced by applicable credits which refer
to those receipts or reduction of expenditure-type transactions which offset
or reduce expense items allocable to grants as direct or indirect costs. Examples
of such transactions are: purchase discounts; rebates or allowances, recoveries or
indemnities on losses; sale of publications, equipment and scrap; income from
personal or incidental services; and adjustments of overpayments or erroneous
charges.

Applicable credits may also arise when Federal funds are received or are availa-
ble from sources other than the grant program involved to finance operations or
capital items of the grantee. This includes costs arising from the use or deprecia-
tion of items donated or financed by the Federal Government to fulfill matching
requirements under another grant program. These types of credits should likewise
be used to reduce related expenditures in determining the rates or amount ap-
plicable to a.given grant.

(x) Prior written approval will be obtained from SLEPA for major project
changes. These include:

(a) changes of substance in project activities, designs or research plans
set forth in the approved application.

(b) changes in the project director or key professional personnel identified
in the approved application.

(c) changes in the approved project budget as specified in the preceding
condition.

(y) The applicable sections of the Hatch Act (Title V, Chapter 15, Section
1501) pertaining to the political activities of certain State and local employees
shall be adhered to.

(z) The conditions for grant assistance to any applicant, when an award is
made and grant funds are accepted thereunder, will become a binding contractual
commitment of the subgrantee. The applicant should satisfy itself that it has
read, understands, and is willing to comply with these grant conditions and the
rules and regulations incorporated therein concerning administration of grants
established by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration arid the State
Law Enforcement Planning Agency.



APPENDIX D

FINAL REPORT, NATIONAL CAPITAL HOUSING AUTHOR-

ITY, BUILDINGS FOR THE ELDERLY, MAY 1, 1972

LEGAL RESEARCH AND SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY,

Washington, D.C., July 27, 1972.
DEAR SENATOR WILLIAMS: I am writing on behalf of the Advisory Committee

on Housing for the Elderly to Mayor Walter E. Washington of the District of
Columbia in lieu of personally appearing before your committee at the hearings
scheduled for July 31-August 2 of the Senate Special Committee on Aging.

Attached hereto is a report submitted by our committee to Mayor Washington
on May 1, 1972, for inclusion in the record. The sixteen page report surveys the
thirteen public housing projects for the elderly located in Washington, D.C., and
in addition contains an individual analysis of each building.

Of particular interest to the proceedings of the hearing, the report contains
seven recommendations covering security in the projects surveyed.

The advisory committee is composed of sixteen citizen members, fourteen of
whom are senior citizens. Several live in public housing. The survey was conducted
in order to identify problems confronting elderly public housing tenants relating
to management, maintenance, and site selection. The committee also studied the
provisions of health, recreational, social and other services. Recommendations in
all areas are contained within the report.

We believe this is the first time elderly citizens of any community have ever
thoroughly investigated, analyzed and critiqued all public housing projects in a
major city of the United States. Committee members interviewed each public
housing manager, leaders of the tenant councils of each building and many of
the residents. The survey was conducted with the cooperation and approval of
Mr. James Banks, the Mayor's top advisor on housing and the management of
the National Capital Housing Authority.

The discussion and recommendations relating to security are contained on
pages 474-475 of the report. I would particularly like to call your attention to the
documented need for round the clock guard service to prevent vandalism and
physical attbcks on elderly residents of high crime sections of the city; the acute
need for security devices such as window bars, peep-holes, and chain locks; and
the suggestion that guards carry a portable buzzer so that their services will be
available at all times to the tenants.

If any additional information is desired, the committee would be happy to
respond. We deeply appreciate the excellent work of the Senate Committee and
the inspired leadership you provide.

Very truly yours,
DAVID H. MARLIN.

A REPORT FROM THE MAYOR'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HOUSING FOR THE

ELDERLY

Since December 9, 1971, members of the Mayor's Advisory Committee on
Housing for the Elderly (the Committee) have been surveying the thirteen pub-
lic housing projects for the elderly in Washington, D.C. The survey was under-
taken with the approval and active cooperation of the National Capital Housing
Authority (NCHA), the public housing agency for the District of Columbia. The
purpose of the survey has been to identify problems of management, maintenance
and site selection of NCHA buildings for the elderly; to study the provision of
health, recreational, social and other essential services; to determine whether
government authorities are providing adequate planning and coordination of
services so that they are available to elderly tenants; and to make recommenda-
tions based on the information received during the survey.

(472)
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As of May 1, 1972, interviews with managers and tenant councils have been
completed in the following twelve buildings: Capitol View, Claridge Towers, Fort
Lincoln, Garfield Terrace, Harvard Towers, Horizon House, Judiciary House,
Kentucky Courts, LeDroit, Potomac Gardens, Regency House and Sibley Plaza.
The survey of Carroll Apartments, the other NCHA project for the elderly, has
not been completed.

Claridge Towers, Garfield Terrace, Potomac Gardens, Fort Lincoln and Re-
gency House each contain a health clinic. The services provided at the clinics
have been analyzed following interviews with clinic personnel and tenants.

Part I of this report contains 31 specific recommendations to NCHA pertaining
to maintenance, fire safety, security, community services and health. Part II
consists of 10 recommendations to NCHA regarding coordination of programs
for the elderly and suggestions for future action. The final section, Part III,
contains reports covering the individual NCHA projects and clinics as prepared
by the Committee interviewers. Each report contains specific recommendations
to improve that housing unit.

The Committee acknowledges the dedication and contributions made by NCHA
management and staff to improve the life of the city's elderly public housing ten-
ants. We have already seen certain changes in NCHA policy and practices that
will increase its efficiency and better the lives of senior citizens. M\lany of the
changes have come as a direct result of the survey. We anticipate working with
NCHA to obtain many more improvements.

1. PUBLIC HOUSING REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Maintenance
1. Maintenance of apartment projects and individual apartments is unsatis-

factory. In every building visited, tenants complained about the lack of adequate
maintenance:

(a) There are long delays in obtaining repairs.
(b) The lobby, corridors, and recreation-room areas are unclean in some

buildings.
(c) Corridors and stairwells are poorly lit.
(d) Replacement parts are frequently unavailable, particularly for repairs

of plumbing, heating and electric fixtures.
2. Typical complaints relate to malfunctioning kitchen appliances, plumbing

problems such as non-functioning showers and dripping sinks, necessary caulking,
plastering and painting, and stuck doors and windows.

3. There are not enough NCHA maintenance employees to service elderly
projects.

4. Many maintenance employees lack the necessary skills to perform repairs
and are poorly supervised.

5. Project managers frequently do not follow through to see that repairs are
performed to the satisfaction of tenants.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. More maintenance personnel should be hired until there is a better ratio of
maintenance staff per apartment units. NCHA should have janitorial staff in each
building to quickly handle small repairs.

2. NCHA should review its maintenance staff to ensure they are qualified and
are working to the limit of their capacity, and should assume firm supervisory
control over the private companies that are awarded maintenance contracts.

3. There should be a grievance committee created in every public housing proj-
ect to resolve disputes between tenants and the manager as to whether repairs are
needed, whether they are made in a reasonable time and whether they are satis-
factorily performed.

4. NCHA should assign someone in headquarters to receive complaints from
tenants that cannot be resolved within the project.

5. NCHA should explore methods of providing elderly and handicapped tenants
with services not needed by other residents, e.g., running errands, installing light
bulbs, carrying heavy packages, cleaning. One possibility is to hire students from
neighboring public schools or employ members of the Neighborhood Youth Corps.

6. As funds are available, additional contracts with private companies to per-
form cleaning services should be negotiated.
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7. Apartments should be painted by NCHA for elderly tenants every three years.
8. Tenants are asked to keep trash and garbage in their apartments until it is

collected three times per week. This is an unsanitary practice. Refuse should be
removed in apartments daily and stored in a special area.

B. Fire safety
The Committee was disturbed to find that in NCHA-managed buildings there

are no fire drills, there are no written instructions for tenants regarding fire pro-
cedures and/or fire safety regulations, there are no charts or diagrams showing
tenants which exists thev should use in case of fire, and there have been no visits
from a fire marshall to NCHA-managed buildings for the elderly within the last
year. Finally, no special provisions have been made for the safety of handicapped
tenants.

Tenants were universally confused about what they were expected to do in case
of fire. Frequently, tenants within the same building assumed they were to proceed
in widely differing ways in the event of fire. Further, while buildings have fire
extinguishers located on each floor, most tenants had not been instructed in their
use.

This lack of attention for the safety of elderly tenants can have the most serious
consequences for the tenants and lead to charges of gross neglect on the part of
management, staff, and NCHA personnel alike.

The Committee strongly urges that NCHA immediately implement the follow-
ing recommendations regarding fire procedures:

1. NCHA should contact the fire marshal in each district where buildings for the
elderly are located, to arrange for the following:

(a) The marshal should regularly instruct tenants on a floor-by-floor basis
concerning fire safety procedures. Tenants should be helped to understand
exactly how they are to proceed in case of fire, how to work fire extinguishers
and which exits to use.

(b) The fire marshal should clearly outline correct fire procedures and fire
drills with the manager of each building.

(c) All handicapped tenants should be given individual instruction about
how they should proceed in the event of fire.

2. Upon entering a building, every new tenant should be instructed verbally
and in writing about fire procedures.

3. Written instructions on fire procedures should be printed for every tenant in
every building. These instructions, written in large print and simple language,
should be fastened to the back of each apartment door.

4. There should be a chart posted on every floor indicating which exits should be
used by tenants in an emergency.

5. Tenants should be given a booklet, or paper, which discusses fire safety and
offers suggestions on how to guard against fire hazards. Tenants should be reminded
of fire precautions periodically by regular (two times per year) visits from the fire
marshal.

C. Security
Certain projects are located in high crime areas, for example, Garfield Terrace,

at 2301 11th Street, N.W.; LeDroit, at 2125 4th Street, N.W.; and CapitolView,
at 5901 East Capitol Street, S.E.

Other hazards to elderly tenants are created by the proximity of NCHA
elderly buildings to buildings which house large numbers of children. Tenants at
Sibley Plaza, for example, fear juveniles who live in the adjacent building. These
youngsters, who share the recreation room with elderly residents, are boisterous,
unruly and monopolize the elevators and laundry facilities.

Coordination is lacking, as well, between the private companies contracted to
provide guards and NCHA management and administrative personnel. It appears
that guards receive little supervision from either the contracting company or
NCHA. Both management and tenants suffer.

Tenants have expressed dissatisfaction with the quality of NCHA guards in
several buildings. Reports from Horizon House, Harvard Towers, Fort Lincoln,
Sibley Plaza and Judiciary House suggest that some guards may not be carrying
out their duties.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The number of guards on duty in NCHA buildings should be increased, as
should the quality of guard service.

2. Guards, whether District employees or employed by private contractors,
should receive instructions both verbally and in writing from the manager regard-
ing the specifics of their job in each apartment building. The manager, in addition
to any supervision supplied by the contracting company, should supervise guards.

3. All NCHA housing for the elderly buildings should have window bars on
apartments tlat can be reached from the ground.

4. All the apartment doors in NCHA housing for the elderly buildings should
have peepholes and strong locks.

5. All NCHA housing units for the elderly should have guards on duty round-
the-clock. At a minimum, there should be guards on duty 24 hours a day in the
following buildings which are located in particularly hazardous neighborhoods
and are not well-equipped to prevent unauthorized persons from entering: Garfield
Terrace, Harvard Towers (at front desk), LeDroit, Horizon House, Potomac
Gardens and Sibley Plaza.

6. Guards should carry a portable buzzer, similar to'those used by doctors who
are on call, so that they can be notified when their services are needed by tenants
or at the front door.

7. Emergency telephone numbers for contracting the police and fire departments
should be typed on gummed paper and attached to the telephone of every tenant.
D. Availability of services.

When locating public housing for the elderly, as Fort Lincoln has demonstrated,
it is important that consideration be given to the availability of necessary shops
and services. Senior citizens require easy access to supermarkets, drugstores,
health clinics, dental clinics, churches, banks, social and legal services, vocational
and educational facilities, and recreation. When such services are not conveniently
available, transportation should be readily available.

Several housing units-Harvard Towers, Capitol View, LeDroit, Sibley Plaza
and Fort Lincoln-are not located within comfortable walking distance of shop-
ping areas.

While there are private buses available to tenants for specific kinds of activities(e.g., model cities bus, recreation department bus, D.C. General minibus), what
seems most indicated is portal-to-portal transportation to and from supermarkets
and drugstores, and to and from medical appointments.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Buildings for the elderly should be located in areas where street crime is low.
2. Housing for elderly residents is unsuitable unless supermarkets, drugstores,

banks, health and dental clinics, chruches, education and vocational facilities, and
recreation are accessible.

3. NCHA should provide portal-to-portal transportation to shopping facilities
and clinics two times per week for residents of the following buildings: Harvard
Towers, Capitol View, LeDroit, and Sibley Plaza.
E. Health

The provision of medical and dental services is of crucial importance to elderly
persons. The Committee discovered that many elderly tenants living in NCHA
buildings do not receive necessary medical and dental services.

There are not enough health department clinics in NCHA buildings. NCHA
leases space to the Community Health and Hospital Administration (formerly
called the Health Department) for health facilities in public housing. The clinics
located at Fort Lincoln, Claridge Towers, Garfield Terrace and Regency House
are primarily for geriatric patients. The fifth clinic, at Potomac Gardens, serves
as a community health center. None of these clinics has facilities for dental care.
Although many elderly residents can travel to clinics and private doctors, others
cannot. Tenants in the other buildings, particularly Capitol View, Judiciary and
Harvard Towers, need a clinic.
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Three clinics, at Claridge Towers, Regency House and Fort Lincoln, need a
full-time doctor. Fort Lincoln and Regency House have physicians on duty only
a few hours per week.

NCHA and the Community Health and Hospital Administration do not meet
to discuss the provision of health services for tenants of public housing; nor is there
a formal procedure for requesting that a health clinic be located in a particular
building. Thus, requests for clinics do not reflect the medical needs of elderly
tenants.

The NCHA procedure for admission to public housing involves securing a
statement from a private physician that the applicant is capable of living inde-
pendently. However, some private physicians indiscriminately sign this statement.
The result is that some elderly tenants are admitted who are unable to take care
of their personal needs at the time of admission and, in fact, become progressively
less able to do so. These persons are denied the kind of health care they require
and are burdensome to other tenants living in the building.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A committee of health specialists, including representatives from the Com-
munity Health and Hospital Administration, should be appointed to examine the
provision of medical, dental and psychological services in NCHA buildings. The
experts should report to the Committee, to the Community Health and Hospital
Administration and to NCHA concerning what services are needed and how they
should be provided.

2. All medical clinic vacancies should be filled immediately and clinics opened
at Judiciary, Capitol View and Harvard Towers.

3. There should be more communication by way of regularly scheduled meet-
ings between health clinic personnel and NCHA managers whose buildings are
served by the clinic. In addition, there should be regularly scheduled high-
level meetings between NCHA and the Community Health and Hospital
Administration.

4. All new tenants should receive a medical examination by Public Health
Department personnel rather than private physicians to determine their capacity
to live independently in NCHA buildings. There should be a continuing review
of this initial screening.

5. Records of the medical, dental and psychological status of each tenant
should be on file in the manager's office. If a person is suddenly taken ill, these
records should be transported with the patient to a hospital.

6. Any tenant transported by ambulance to a hospital should be accompanied
by someone designated by the manager to assist the patient in receiving treat-
ment. This designated person would have a copy of the patient's medical record
to give to the examining doctor at the hospital.

7. NCHA should designate someone to be available to tenants in each building
on a 24-hour basis in case of emergency.

8. The manager or management aide in each building should conduct an initial
screening of each new tenant to determine whether he is receiving all the benefits
to which he is entitled (e.g., food stamps, medicaid, medicare, old age assistance)
and all the services he needs (e.g. homemaker, counseling and education).

II. COORDINATION OF PROGRAMS AND FUTURE PLANNING

The Committee was alarmed by the overall lack of coordination between those
agencies providing services to the elderly and the National Capital Housing
Authority.

The Community Health and Hospital Administration (formerly called the
Public Health Department) provides medical, nutritional and social work services
to tenants in NCHA buildings. The Department of Human Resources provides
casework, food stamps and financial assistance to the elderly (Old Age Assistance,
General Assistance, Aid to the Blind and Aid to the Permanently and Totally
Disabled, as well as medicaid payments). The Social Security Administration doles
out medicare and social security payments. Homemaker services are provided by a
private social agency. The Urban League has a federal contract to sponsor a hot
lunch program. The Visiting Nurse Association sends nurses to the apartments of
tenants who require this service. Yet, there is a persistent lack of communication
and coordination. In some cases, there is open hostility between these
organizations.
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The result is a diffusion of services, often a disservice to elderly persons in need
of assistance. Responsibility for assessing each elderly resident as a total indivi-
dual, determining that services are needed, and coordinating and monitoring the
provision of services should rest with NCHA.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Every effort should be made to reinstate a feeling of community among eld-
erly residents who have been uprooted from their old, familiar neighborhoods.
Tenants should be helped to organize their own committees and to designate resi-
dents to perform services for one another-services which cannot be provided by
NCHA or community programs. For example, in addition to a system of floor
captains to monitor the health of tenants, residents might organize a system of
friendly visitors to provide personal care, beauty care, group lunches or to run
errands for one another. NCHA staff members should assume responsibility for
coordinating this effort.

2. Managers should assume more personal responsibility for an elderly tenant's
total welfare; that is, his social, physical and emotional well-being. When tenants
feel a commitment on the part of NCHA, they will be more cooperative toward
management and toward each other.

3. In addition to a grievance committee, composed of NCHA staff and residents
in every building (see Part I3), there should be a tenant advisory board in every
building which may be composed of executive board members of the tenants
council. The board should meet with management on a regular basis.

4. Because of the relative success of private management at Capitol View and
Sibley Plaza, this arrangement should be encouraged.,

5. There should be an in-service training program conducted by experts in the
field of aging for managers and management aides. The National Association of
Housing and Redevelopment Officials published a manual entitled " Management
of Public Housing for the Elderly," which could serve as a guideline.

6. There should be precisely written job descriptions for all personnel serving
NCHA buildings.

7. There should be regularly scheduled high-level conferences between NCHA
and all offices that provide services to residents of buildings for the elderly, including
the Department of Human Resources and its components, the Community
Health and Hospital Administration, and the Recreation Department.

8. There should be an immediate review by representatives of NCHA and the
Mayor's Advisory Committee on Housing for the Elderly of the following problems:

(a) Screening procedures for residents. Many elderly persons who are not
able to live independently are being admitted to NCHA buildings. In ad-
dition, there should be continuing review of a tenant's physical and mental
health.

(b) The policy of housing persons with physical and mental handicaps
together with elderly persons.

9. The possibility of securing regular psychiatric treatment for more residents
of NCHA elderly buildings should be explored with community mental health
clinics and with St. Elizabeths Hospital.

10. The assignment of a social worker to each housing project. The social
worker would be responsible for the following:

(a) Insuring that all residents receive benefits to which they are entitled,
e.g. medicaid, medicare, social security, old age assistance, food stamps,
medical and dental services.

(b) Being a liaison betwen tenants and managers.
(c) Counseling individual tenants and their families.(d) Helping find placements for tenants who are no longer able to liveindependently, and following through to insure that these former tenants

receive proper care.
11. NCHA should work together with representatives of the Mayor's Advisory

Committee on Housing for the Elderly to seek further funding for programs for
the elderly in NCHA buildings. There is funding available through such federal
agencies as the Administration on Aging, Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration, and the Department of Transportation for programs which would be
beneficial to elderly tenants. The following efforts should be made:

(a) The Nutrition for the Elderly Act has been signed into law and guide-
lines are being developed by the Administration on Aging. It will be adminis-
tered under Title VII of the Older Americans Act through the state agencies
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on aging and will provide group meals and home-delivered meals to persons
60 years and older. The D.C. Office of Services to the Aged should be immedi-
atelv contacted in regard to instituting this program in public housing.

(b) The fiscal year 1973 funding of the Administration on Aging has been
tripled. Under Title III of the Older Americans Act, such programs as
sheltered workshops, employment counseling, educational programs, home
health care and paraprofessional management training programs for residents
might be developed and made available to public housing tenants.

(c) The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has money to fund
pilot projects to promote safety in public housing. The LEAA agency which
administers grants in the District of Columbia is the Office of Criminal
Justice Plans and Analysis, Funding proposals may be submitted until
Aug, 11, 1972 for 1973 funding.

(d) The Urban Mass Transit Administration of the Department of Trans-
portation funds pilot projects and studies of new approaches to transporta-
tion problems. They have funded portal-to-portal transportation services
for the elderly in other cities, and would be a likely place to seek funding.

(e) The Department of Housing and Urban Development, in conjunction
with the Office of Economic Opportunity, has entered into a contract with the
National Corporation for Housing Partnerships to develop a program of
training management personnel for housing programs. Entitled the Institute
for Housing Management Training, this program has sought to use Wash-
ington, D.C. as a site for developing a model program to train managers of
housing projects. NCHA should work cooperatively with HUD and OEO
to make this plan a reality, thereby providing one mechanism for revitalizing
the quality of public housing management.



APPENDIX E

RESOLUTION No. 1-THE AMERICAN LEGION

WASHINGTON, D.C., August 1, 1972.
DEAR CHAIRMAN WILLIAMS: Enclosed is copy of resolution No. 1 adopted by ourNational Executive Committee last May instructing The American Legion tosupport legislation to give eligible veterans, their wives and widows, preference inadmission to all senior citizen housing.
Your consideration of the resolution in connection with the hearings you arepresently holding on the adequacy of the Federal response to housing needs of theelderly will be appreciated.
I would also appreciate your including the resolution in the record of the hear-

ings.
Sincerely yours,

HERALD E. STRINGER
Director, National Legislative Commission.

RESOLUTION No. 1, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING OF THE
AMERICAN LEGION, HELD MAY 3, 1972

Commission: Economic.
Subject: Enact legislation to provide veterans priority for senior-citizen housing.

Whereas there exists an urgent need for senior citizen housing in the United
States, and

Whereas many veterans, veterans' wives and widows, are in urgent need of
housing, and

Whereas many veterans, veterans' wives and widows, are eligible for seniorcitizen housing; now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the National Executive Committee of the American Legion, in regularmeeting in Indianapolis, Indiana, May 3, 1972, That the American Legion supportlegislation to give eligible veterans, their wives, and widows, top priority in

admission to all senior-citizen housing in the United States.
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